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INTRODUCTION

The great European explorations of the last half of the second millenium A.D.

disclosed an extensive family of related languages in the Pacific and Indian

Oceans. This language family is known to Science as "Austronesian" or "Malayo-

Polynesian." It appears to embrace at least 500 languages, which are spoken in

places as widely dispersed as Madagascar in the west, Easter Island in the east,

Formosa in the north, and New Zealand in the south. Virtually all of the Austro-

nesian languages are spoken in the great insular area of the Pacific and Indian

Oceans. It is customary to distinguish in this vast area four geographical group-

ings. These are: Indonesia or Malaysia (including the Philippines), Melanesia

(including New Guinea), Micronesia, and Polynesia.

Of these geographical areas, the most extensive is Polynesia. It is also the most

homogeneous linguistically. It is apparent that all the languages of Polynesia be-

long to a single subgroup of Austronesian. However, this subgroup is not confined

to the geographical area of Polynesia. Scattered settlements of Polynesian-speak-

ing peoples are found in Melanesia and Micronesia as well, but the languages of

these ''Polynesian Outliers", as they are called, are always easily recognizable as

Polynesian.

It is clear from these facts that a single people, possessed only of primitive

navigational techniques, discovered and occupied an area of vast extent, remote

from all of the major land masses. Many theories have been suggested as to the

origin of this people. That they spoke an Austronesian language constitutes a

clue. However, for a people so manifestly capable of spanning great distances this

provides only a very imprecise answer, for the extra-Polynesian Austronesian

languages are spread from Madagascar to Fiji. For a more adequate answer

more specific information about their position within the family is needed.

That is the problem with which the present study is concerned: The position

of the Polynesian languages within the Austronesian language family. The thesis

presented here is that the extra-Polynesian languages to which Polynesian is

most closely related are the languages of Fiji and Rotuma; i.e., that Fijian, Rotu-

man, and Polynesian constitute a subgroup within the Austronesian family.

This study was conceived as an attempt to make use of the concepts and meth-

ods of comparative linguistics in solving a problem of culture historical interest.

The conclusions reached, as well as the data and methods employed, are purely

linguistic. The interpretation of the implications of these conclusions for more

general problems of culture history represents a different methodological problem

and will not be attempted here.

A chart of the sound correspondences among the languages involved will be

found in Appendix II. A map is also provided, showing the location of those

languages of the Melanesian area which will be referred to. The languages of

Polynesia and Micronesia do not require special mapping since they are generally

known by the names of the islands or island groups on which they are spoken.

1
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CHAPTER I

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The existence of the Austronesian language family was recognized very early.

According to Sidney H. Ray the relationship between languages of Indonesia

and languages farther east was first asserted in 1706 in Hadriani Relandi Dis-

sertationum Miscellanearum pars tertia et ultima.^

During the second voyage of Captain Cook, 1772-5, vocabularies were col-

lected on a number of Polynesian Islands, on New Caledonia, and on Tanna and

Malekula of the New Hebrides. In a book published in 1778, a member of the

expedition, John Reinold Forster, proposed certain conclusions based on his ob-

servations.2 He wrote, "We chiefly observed two great varieties of people in the

South Seas; the one more fair, well limbed, athletic, of fine size, and a kind of

benevolent temper; the other blacker, the hair just beginning to become woolly

and crisp, the body more slender and low, and their temper, if possible more

brisk, though somewhat mistrustful."^^ He pointed out that there was considera-

ble variation within each race and overlap between the two. However, he felt

that the linguistic situation established the validity of his classification. He noted

that the people of the first race (i.e., Polynesians) all spoke dialects of the same

"general language," and further, that this showed similarities to Malay. The
languages of the second race (i.e., New Caledonia, Tanna, and Malekula) he con-

sidered not to be related to the general language or to one another. Indeed, "one

might with as much propriety say, that they are descended from as many differ-

ent nations, were it not improper to multiply them without necessity, and as they

really have some similarity in their customs, colour, form, and habit of body."^''

He had heard reports of peoples whom he construed as members of his second

race in places as distant as the Moluccas, the Philippines, and Formosa. Hence,

he believed both races to be widely distributed in the Pacific, and he concluded

that the first had probably spread from the "Indian, or Asiatic Northern Isles"

and the second from the neighborhood of New Guinea.

It will be seen that both a racial and a linguistic classification were presented

by Forster, and that the racial classification rests in part on the linguistic.

In a large three volume work which appeared during the years 1836-9, Wilhelm

Von Humboldt gave sketches of several Indonesian and Polynesian languages

and established definitely that they were members of the same family.^

Although during this period there was some discussion as to the nature of the

languages of the darker race, very little information was available until mission-

^ Sidney Herbert Ray, A Comparative Study of the Melanesian Island Languages (Cam-

bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1926), p. 19.

2 John Reinold Forster, Observations Made during a Voyage Round the World (London,

1778).

^^ Ibid., p. 228.

^^ Ibid., p. 278.

* Wilhelm von Humboldt, Uber die Kawi-Sprache auf der Insel Java (3 vols., Abhandlun-

gen der koniglichen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin ; 1836-39)

.



4 POLYNESIAN WITHIN THE AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGE FAMILY

ary work got under way in Melanesia—notably in Fiji, the Loyalty Islands, the

New Hebrides, and the Southeastern Solomons. In 1861, and again in 1879, Hans
Conon von der Gabelentz published collections of grammatical sketches and

vocabularies of languages of those areas which he had compiled from translations

done by the missionaries.^ He felt that the data presented proved that the Me-
lanesian languages belong "zu Einem Stamm," and that the Melanesian and

Polynesian languages have more in common than can be explained by simple

borrowing.^

Friedrich Miiller published a survey of the languages of the world, which ap-

peared in sections between 1876 and 1888.'' Although it is a work about language,

the larger divisions of the classification he follows are expressed in physical

terms—specifically, in terms of hair form of the speakers. Thus, the Austronesian

languages are a subdivision of the "Sprachen der straffhaarigen Rassen" which

are, in turn, a subdivision of the "Sprachen der schlichthaarigen Rassen."

Miiller set up a class which he called "Papua-Sprachen." These languages were

held not to be Austronesian. It has since been established that there are non-

Austronesian languages in the Pacific islands. However, the languages designated

as "Papuan" by Miiller (Numfoor, in Netherlands New Guinea, and Nengone,

in the Loyalty Islands) have subsequently been accepted as Austronesian.^

Miiller recognized that certain of the languages spoken by members of the

darker skinned race were Austronesian.^ He divided Austronesian into three

groups: Malayan, Melanesian, and Polynesian. In the Melanesian group he in-

cluded Fijian, many languages of the New Hebrides and Southeastern Solomons,

and the languages of the Gilberts, Marshalls, and Carolines. He noted that the

last three should more properly be called "Micronesian," but he did not propose

a separate grouping for them.

He found the Polynesian languages to be the simplest in phonological and

morphological structure, the Melanesian intermediate, and the Indonesian most

complex. He assumed the proto-language to have been most like Polynesian in

morphology. No reason was given, but an assumption of evolution from simple

to complex seems to be implied. On the other hand, he supposed the Polynesian

sound system to ha.ve evolved through "bios lautlichen Verfall" from the proto-

^ Hans Conon von der Gabelentz, Die melanesischen Sprachen nach ihrem granimatischen

Bau und Hirer Verwandtschaft unter sich und mit den malaiisch-polynesischen Sprachen

(Abhandlungen der philologisch-historischen Classe der koniglich sachsischen Gesellschaft

der Wissenschaften, vols. Ill, VII; Leipzig, 1861, 1879).

^Ibid., Ill (1861), pp. 265-66.

' Friederich Miiller, Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft (4 vols.; Vienna: Alfred Holder,

1876-88).

^ For the evidence supporting the Austronesian membership of Numfoor, see H. Kern,

Over de verhouding van het Mafoorsch tot de Maleisch-Polynesische talen (Sixth International

Congress of Orientalists, Part 4, Section 5, 1883).

For Nengone, see Wilhelm Schmidt, tjher das Verhaltniss der melanesischen Sprachen zu

den polynesischen und untereinander (Sitzungsberichte der kaiserlichen Akademie der

Wissenschaften in Wien. Philosophisch-Historische Classe. Band 141. Abhandlung VI), pp.
4-9.

9 Muller, I, II Abtheilung, 30.
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system.^" He makes no precise statement of what he considers the proto-sound-

system to have been, but he does observe that Melanesian and Polynesian words

show "lautHche Entartungen" relative to Indonesian comparable to that shown
by modern Romance languages relative to Latin. He goes on to remark that in

each case derivation is possible in one direction only. Thus, the modern Romance
languages may be derived from Latin, but not the reverse, and the Melanesian

and Polynesian languages may be derived from Indonesian, but not the reverse.

Miiller thought, furthermore, that the Melanesian languages lacked the unity

among themselves that existed in each of the other two groups. He felt that this

was explained by mixture with Papuan languages. In seeking to explain the racial

and linguistic situation as he saw it, he settled upon the following hypothesis:

Originally the islands were inhabited by a Papuan race with its own language.

Proto-Austronesian speaking peoples of the Malay race came in—sometimes ex-

terminating, sometimes mixing with, sometimes pushing back the original race."

Dr. R. H. Codrington published in 1885 a book containing vocabularies, gram-

matical sketches, and a study of comparative grammar of a number of languages

—mostly in the New Hebrides and Solomons. ^^ During many years of service with

the Melanesian Mission he had gathered most of his material at first hand from

native speakers. He did not go in much detail into the broader relations of these

languages, but he did express himself with some vigor on certain points. He as-

serted unequivocally that the Melanesian languages were Austronesian, and that,

if they had borrowed from Indonesian or Polynesian languages, it was borrowing

within the same family. If some writers were reluctant to accord them the status

of Austronesian languages, he thought it was due to their having been the last

to become known and to their speakers having the "misfortune to be black." He
questioned both the relevance and the validity of the racial argument.^*

During the same period a Dutch scholar, Hendrik Kern, with an extensive

background in Indo-European and Indonesian linguistics, published two com-

parative studies of languages in the Melanesian area.^^ In De Fidji-taal he stated,

"Fijian and Polynesian are offshoots of one stem which led an independent life

long, very long, after it had separated from the parent trunk somewhere in the

Indian archipelago." And, of the supposed Polynesian influence on Fijian, he

wrote, "I, myself, have not been able to discover a single trace of such an in-

fluence. There is, however, an obvious similarity throughout the grammar, such

as there is, for example, between French and Italian grammar."^-

In 1899 Wilhelm Schmidt published a work entitled Uher das Verhdltniss der

^^Ibid., II, II Abtheilung, 1-2.

11 Ibid., IV, I Abtheilung, 20-21.

12 R. H. Codrington, The Melanesian Languages (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1885).

^^Ibid., pp. 10-15.

1^ De Fidji-taal vergeleken met hare verwanten in Indonesie en Polynesie (Verhandelingen

der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, vol. XVI; Amsterdam, 1886).

Taalvergelijkende verhandeling over het Aneilyumsch (Ibid., nieuwe reeks, vol. VIII; 1906).

Both of these also appear—the former in revised form—in H. Kern, Verspreide Geschriften

('s-Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff), vols. IV, V (1916).

1^ Verspreide Geschriften, vol. IV, p. 247.
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melanesischen Sprachen zu den polynesischen und untereinander}^ He accepted it

as established that the Melanesian languages were legitimate members of the

Austronesian family. He felt that he established further that the Melanesian

languages were of "greater antiquity" than the Polynesian. The most closely re-

lated languages to the Polynesian were languages of the Southern Solomons,

Fijian, Rotuman, and "to a lesser extent" certain languages of the Central New
Hebrides. But of these, the most closely related of all to Polynesian were three

Solomon Island languages: the language of Florida Island, the Bugotu language

of Ysabel Island, and Vaturanga of Guadalcanal.

His phonological evidence consisted of the absence of closed syllables, the ab-

sence of labiovelars (which occur in some languages in Melanesia), and the pres-

ence of/ (which Codrington had said was not a characteristic Melanesian sound).

As vocabulary evidence he presented 16 comparisons. However, 15 are Proto-

Austronesian in origin, and in the other case it is doubtful whether the forms he

cited are really cognate. He also presented a number of grammatical points, but

only one of these could possibly involve an exclusively shared innovation.

That point consists of a series of pronouns of trial number taking on a general

plural meaning. A number of languages in Melanesia have formed dual and trial

pronominal series by suffixing elements derived from the words meaning "two"

and "three," respectively, to the plural pronouns. In the Polynesian languages

this had occurred, and subsequently the plural series was dropped and the former

trial series took on the plural meaning.

This appears to have happened also in several Solomon Islands languages.

However, as Schmidt acknowledged, those suffixes which appear in the Solomon

Islands languages bear virtually no resemblance to the Polynesian suffixes. It

seems very likely that such a development could have occurred independently.

Later, he remarked that there may be complaints that he had overlooked the

close relationship of Fijian to Polynesian. He replied, "Wenn sie [i.e., Fijian] in

einigen Punkten, so besonders im Wortschatz, allerdings den polynesischen

Sprachen erheblich naher riickt, so ist das doch mehr auf die erst spater erfolgte

Riickbeeinflussung ausserer Art der Sprachen von Tonga und Samoa zuruck-

zufiihren.""

Franz Nikolaus Finck's Die Sprachstdmme des Erdkreises, published in 1909,

follows Schmidt in the main.^^ He divides Austronesian into two branches: Indo-

nesian and Oceanic. In the latter he recognizes Polynesian as a group which has

separated from the rest relatively recently and Melanesian (including Micro-

nesian except for Chamorro and Palauan) as a less homogeneous group. He di-

vides the Melanesian languages into two categories, which he calls "Schichten."

The first consists of those languages which are regarded as most similar to Poly-

nesian—the languages of the Southern Solomons, Northern New Hebrides, Fiji,

and Rotuma. The remaining Melanesian and Micronesian languages fall into the

second—and more "archaic"—group.

'^ Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien. Philoso-

phisch-Historische Classe. Band 141. Abhandlung VI.
1' Ibid., p. 56.

'^ Leipzig: B. G. Teubner.
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William Churchill's The Polynesian Wanderings, published in 1911, makes the

assumption that those features in Indonesian, Melanesian, and Micronesian

languages which are similar to features in Polynesian languages were borrowed

by the former from the latter.'^ Two groups of Polynesians, speaking slightly

differing dialects, are supposed to have migrated from an original homeland in

Indonesia to their present location. The Polynesian Wanderings is an attempt to

reconstruct the routes taken in those migrations by an analysis of the linguistic

largesse bestowed on the peoples along those routes.

Georg Friederici's Untersuchungen uher eine melanesische Wanderstrasse, pub-

lished in 1913, is also an attempt to determine migration routes on the basis of

linguistic evidence.^^ This is based on the implicit assumption that the presence

of Austronesian languages in Melanesia is due to a series of migrations from

different parts of Indonesia at a time when the linguistic situation in Indonesia

was approximately identical with that existing today.

Somewhat similar assumptions are made more explicit in Ray's The Melanesian

Island Languages, published in 1926. Ray believed that Indonesian colonists

came into Melanesia and settled on small islands in various places. In each place

a pidginized form of the Indonesian language developed. The other (non-Austro-

nesian) languages of the vicinity were subsequently modified through contact

with this pidgin. The language of the site of the original colony (i.e., the original

pidgin language) retained the Indonesian words in less altered shape than did

the later borrowers.^^

Ray's theory seems to be inspired by two ideas. The first is that the Melane-

sians are racially different from the Indonesians, and that, because some Melane-

sian peoples speak non-Austronesian languages, the original language of the race

cannot be Austronesian. Following on this assumption is the idea that the "In-

donesian element" (i.e., features which have cognates in Indonesian languages)

in most Melanesian languages is small. Without the first assumption, the second

carries no weight. If the Austronesian languages of Melanesia are considered to

be as Austronesian as those from other areas, then a feature in a Melanesian

language has as good claim to being genuinely Austronesian as a feature in an

Indonesian language.

The "Indonesian elements" which are ascribed to the Melanesian languages

consist particularly in basic vocabulary and grammatical features. Ray lists some

of the vocabulary items, giving each item in a "characteristic" Indonesian and a

"characteristic" Melanesian phonetic shape. He also lists some "Indonesian"

grammatical features which are characteristically found in Melanesian lan-

guages.^^ One naturally wonders how a number of separate pidgin languages

could come to show such uniformity even when compared to the Indonesian

languages on which they are supposed to be based.

But one objective of this theory was to account for the large non-Indonesian

" Washington: Carnegie Institution of Washington. Publication no. 134.

2" Mitteilungen aus den deutschen Schutzgebieten. Erganzungsheft no. 7. (Berlin, 1913)

[This is Part III of Friederici's Wissenschafiliche Ergebnisse einer amllichen Forschungsreise

nach dem Bismarck -Arcipel im Jahre 1908].

21 pp. 595-98.
22 Ibid.
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element in the Melanesian languages. This theory supposes it to be Papuan. This

element would comprise, among other things, the bulk of the vocabulary. If this

were the case, one would expect that in some of the scores of instances where

Melanesian and Papuan languages are geographically contiguous, the two would

be found to have extensive similarities in vocabulary. Up to now such a situation

has not been found. Although there has been some borrowing between Austro-

nesian and non-Austronesian languages, the notion that all the features found in

the Austronesian languages of Melanesia which do not have counterparts in In-

donesia are "Papuan" in origin remains sheer speculation.

At about the same time that Ray's book appeared two new surveys of the

languages of the world were published. The first of these, Les langues du monde,

edited by Meillet and Cohen, appeared in 1924.^^ In this work the Austronesian

languages were subdivided for treatment into four groups: Indonesian, Melane-

sian, Micronesian, and Polynesian. However, it was pointed out that these divi-

sions only partially corresponded to actual linguistic groupings, and were used

for convenience in the absence of a truly linguistic classification.^^

The second of these works, Wilhelm Schmidt's Die Sprachfamilien und Spra-

chenkreise der Erde, appeared in 1926.^^ Schmidt divided the Austronesian family

into two major groupings: Indonesian and Oceanic. His Oceanic was then sub-

divided into three groups: "Polynesian," "Ubergangs-Sprachen" (south coast of

Territory of Papua, Central New Hebrides, and Central Solomons), and "Mel-

anesian" (the remaining Austronesian languages of Melanesia and Micronesia,

except Palauan and Chamorro). This appears to differ slightly from his previous

conclusions. However, he has more recently confirmed that he still regards Flor-

ida, Vaturanga, and Bugotu as the closest relatives of Polynesian.^^

The years 1934-8 saw the publication by Otto Dempwolff of a reconstruction

of the Proto-Austronesian sound system and a large Proto-Austronesian vocabu-

lary." The sound system as first reconstructed was based on Indonesian languages

alone and was labeled "Proto-Indonesian." However, he found it to be adequate

to account for the sound correspondences of Melanesian and Polynesian languages

as well. In addition, he reconstructed a Proto-Melanesian and a Proto-Poly-

nesian, which showed extensive similarities to one another. This will be discussed

in more detail in the chapter on Phonology. He proposed no classification. How-
ever, he did note that the phonological agreement between Polynesian and

Melanesian was such as to indicate a special relationship. He also asserted that

the relationship of these to the Indonesian languages was the result of their com-

mon origin, not of recent influence.^^

"'A. Meillet and Marcel Cohen (ed.), Les langues du monde (Paris: Librairie Ancienne

Edouard Champion).
24 Ibid., p. 405.

26 Heidelberg: Carl Winter's Universitatsbuchhandlung.
2* "Das Verhaltnis der melanesischen zu den polynesischen Sprachen," Anthropos,

XXXV-XXXVI (1940-41), pp. 379-80.

" Otto Dempwolff, Vergleichende Lautlehre des austronesischen Wortschatzes (3 vols.,

Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fur Eingeborenen-Sprachen, nos. 15 [1934], 17 [1937], 19 [1938];

Berlin: Dietrich Reimer).
28 Ibid., Vol. II, p. 193.
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In 1952 a new edition of Les langues du monde was published.^^ In this edition

only the Indonesian and the Polynesian languages were included in the chapter

on "Malayo-Polynesian" languages. A separate chapter was devoted to "Melane-

sian languages," in which grouping the Micronesian languages were also included.

It was explained that, although several authorities had included the Melanesian

languages in the Malayo-Polynesian family, Maurice Leenhardt (who wrote the

chapter on the Melanesian languages) thought them to be a separate family only

strongly influenced by Indonesian. It was added, however, that "I'hypothese

d'une parente genetique n'est pas exclue."^"

23 A. Meillet and Marcel Cohen (ed.), Les langues du monde (nouvelle Edition; Paris:

Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1952)

.

^° Ibid., p. 646.





CHAPTER II

THE METHODOLOGY

The Nature of the Evidence

In an article published in 1884, Karl Brugmann examined the methodological

problems involved in discovering linguistic subgroupings.^ Although he was con-

cerned with the subgroupings of Indo-European, he asserted that the same prin-

ciples were applicable to all languages. The basic principle was simple: Only

uniquely shared innovations represent real evidence for the existence of a sub-

grouping.

The difficulty comes when we try to distinguish shared innovations from simi-

larities having other origins. Such similarities may arise through chance, or may
result from prehistoric borrowing, or may simply represent the sporadic retention

of a feature of the proto-language of the entire family.

Brugmann regarded the existence of seven, or perhaps eight (the position of

Albanian remained in doubt), principal branches of Indo-European as certain.

These were Indo-Iranian, Armenian, Greek, Itahc, Celtic, Germanic, and Balto-

Slavic. However, a number of instances had been found where features which did

not appear to be attributable to Proto-Indo-European were shared by two or

more of the principal branches of Indo-European. He examined these and con-

cluded that they did not constitute sufficient evidence to establish any larger

groupings in Indo-European. But how did this evidence, which he regarded as

insufficient, differ from the evidence which established the seven principal sub-

groups which he accepted? The difference was in quantity. In the latter cases

there are such a great number of innovations at all linguistic levels that the possi-

bility that they are all accidental is ruled out.^

The Quantity of Evidence to be Expected

In a problem of subgrouping such as the one with which the present study

deals, the number of innovations which we may reasonably expect to identify

becomes a matter of concern. In a strict sense any group of languages which have

passed through a period of common development exclusive of the other languages

of the same family, and during which period some linguistic change has occurred,

constitute a subgroup. It is, of course, the changes which occur during this stage

which constitute the shared innovations which permit us to recognize the group-

ing. It is obvious that, for any great mass of innovations to have occurred, this

period must have been quite long.

However, the number of innovations which we are able to interpret as such

may be far short of the number which actually occurred. There are a number of

factors which might tend to obscure them. Most obvious is the fact that there

1 "Zur Frage nach den Verwandtschaftsverhaltnissen der indogermanischen Sprachen,"

Internationale Zeiischrift fur allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft, I (1884), pp. 226-56.

2 Ibid., p. 253.

11
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will have been an interval in which the languages of the subgroup have developed

separately. Especially if the period of separate development is long, many of the

features which were introduced during the earlier stage may have ceased to be

reflected in the modern languages. Thus, it would appear to be universally true

that if any great number of shared innovations are to be identifiable, the period

of common development must have been of considerable length in comparison

with the subsequent interval of separation. Thus, it may be seen that any method

which arbitrarily sets a large number of cognates (say, several scores) as a mini-

mum for the determination of a subgrouping has the effect of decreeing a large

portion of the actually existing subgroupings to be undiscoverable.

As a result of the studies made for Glottochronology we have some idea of the

rate of change to be expected in core vocabulary. For other areas of language

there is very little basis for predicting rate of change. In the area of core vocabu-

lary it would be very useful to have studies of the relative frequency of the various

types of change which produce the vocabulary substitutions. However, it does

seem that new coinages are relatively infrequent. A large proportion of the sub-

stitutions appear to result from semantic changes or from borrowings. The pro-

portion of innovations of each of these types which will be identifiable as such will

probably vary greatly from one linguistic situation to another.

The probability of duplication in meaning changes is high. The probability

that a particular meaning change which occurs in one language of a language

family will be matched by a comparable change in another language of the family

will be greater as the number of languages in the family is greater. The Austrone-

sian family is large; 500 languages appears to be a conservative estimate of its

membership. Thus, it appears highly probable that a semantic innovation oc-

curring in any subgroup of the family, and particularly any recent subgroup, will

have been duplicated in at least one other language of the family. And, of course,

such an innovation which has been duplicated elsewhere will have the appearance

of a shared retention, and usually cannot be considered as evidence for the

grouping.

In some cases borrowing seems to account for a considerable proportion of

vocabulary substitutions. If the hypothesis that Fijian, Rotuman, and the Poly-

nesian languages have passed through a period of exclusive common development

is correct, there appear to be no grounds for believing that this development took

place in an area where any but languages closely related to the above would have

been accessible. Thus, if any borrowings figured among the innovations which oc-

curred, they would probably have come from closely related languages. Especially

since the sound correspondences of the source language would probably not be

known, such borrowings would probably not be distinguishable from shared re-

tentions.

One other factor which would limit the proportion of the total number of in-

novations which may be identified in this language family is the paucity of con-

trol data. Data from nearly 400 Eastern Austronesian languages have been used

in this study. However, for the majority only short vocabularies were available.

These consist principally of terms which would be expected to be relatively

stable—i.e., core vocabulary. It would be expected that the lexical innovations
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which appeared in the proto-language of a subgroup would be dispersed through-

out the vocabulary—certainly not concentrated in its most stable portion.

Moreover, there is an increasing recognition that even the items on the test

list for Glottochronology are not equally stable.^ The degree of these differences

in stability has not been determined. However, the greater they are, the greater

the number of innovations which will probably be obscured after the separation

of the languages of the subgroup. This is said because the items most subject to

change during the period of common development would presumably continue

to be most subject to change in the subsequent period of separation.

Brugmann gave no clear indication of what he would consider the minimum
amount of evidence necessary to prove the existence of a subgrouping. However,

an Indo-European specialist could perhaps make some inference from his com-

ments on the prospects for larger groupings ultimately being established in Indo-

European. He thought there was very little likelihood of any larger grouping

being proven with the exception of Italo-Celtic. He excepted Italo-Celtic, ".
. .

well hier ein paar bedeutsame tjbereinstimmungen, vor allem das b-Futurum,

bereits nachgewiesen sind, ..." and it was quite possible that when more was

known of the history of the Celtic languages, enough common features would

have appeared to make the case at least probable.^ The fact that he considered

the case for Italo-Celtic promising on the basis of "ein Paar bedeutsame tjberein-

stimmungen" indicates that for him the equality of the evidence might to some

extent override considerations of quantity.

The failure of these larger subgroupings to achieve general acceptance, how-

ever, does not appear to be attributable solely to the quantitative shortcomings

of the evidence adduced in support of them. A very important consideration was

that they were supported by evidence which was in conflict with other evidence.

And this conflicting evidence led to conflicting hypotheses. Clearly no amount

of evidence would have been sufficient to confirm one of these hypotheses as long

as an equivalent amount of evidence was available to support a conflicting one.

Thus, the quantity of evidence required is relative—it must be sufficient to over-

come whatever evidence may be assembled in support of any conflicting hypothe-

sis. From this point of view the crucial question to be asked of a hypothesis of

subgrouping would be concerned, not with the absolute quantity of evidence

cited, but with its aptness as an explanation of the set of relevant linguistic facts

as a whole.

Brugmann asks in how many of the principal branches of Indo-European a

feature must appear in order to be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European. He
answers that it can only be said that the probability that it is Proto-Indo-Eu-

ropean in origin increases with the number of languages in which it occurs and

with their geographical spread.^ An obvious corollary would be the proposition

that the probability that a feature has had an origin more recent than the proto-

3 See, for example, Morris Swadesh, "Towards Greater Accuracy in Lexicostatistic

Dating." International Journal of American Linguistics, XXI (1955), pp. 127-28 and Tables,

pp. 132-37.

* Brugmann, 253-54.

B Ibid.
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language increases inversely with the number and spread of the languages possess-

ing it.

Obviously, if a feature is found in only a few languages of a large language

family, and is lacking in the numerous remaining languages, the hypothesis that

it is a retention from the proto-language of the family is a very uneconomical one.

This is to assume for it a long and devious history, of which no trace remains,

during which it died out in one hne after another until finally the present situa-

tion was produced. By contrast, the hypothesis that it represents an innovation

during a period of exclusively shared history of the languages which currently

possess it is very attractive. Only one causal event—the introduction of the fea-

ture—is assumed.

But a feature cannot be assigned to such a period of unity unless that unity

actually has occurred. On the other hand, a feature cannot legitimately be re-

constructed for any grouping larger than the smallest subgrouping which includes

all the languages which provide the evidence for the reconstruction. The dis-

covery of subgroupings, then, is an integral part of the general problem of his-

torical reconstruction in linguistics. And a particular hypothesis of subgrouping

is satisfactory to the extent that it provides a simpler explanation for the occur-

rence of certain shared features without complicating the explanation required

for others.

The Procedure and Data Employed in the Present Study

The hypothesis presented here emerged from a more general study of Austro-

nesian subgrouping. It represents a finer grouping of the group 5.b. (central New
Hebrides, Rotuman, Fijian, Polynesian) of the preliminary report pubhshed in

1955.6

For the original study a list of 427 English vocabulary items and a list of ap-

parently significant grammatical features were compiled. The vocabulary in-

cludes the standard list used in glottochronology as well as other items which

appear frequently in the published reports on languages of the area. The transla-

tions into the various languages of the English vocabulary items and the gram-

matical information were to be compiled for as many languages as possible in

Polynesia, Micronesia, and Melanesia, including New Guinea. The data were ac-

quired from published sources, from questionnaires sent out to missionaries and

other people in the areas, and from field work which I carried out in Melanesia

in 1955-56.

Data from somewhat less than 400 languages were used. For many of these

the only available material consists of a short word-list. However, the languages

involved in the present hypothesis include some of the best described languages

of the entire area. There are dictionaries and grammars for Fijian, Rotuman, and

several Polynesian languages.

^ George W. Grace, "Subgrouping of Malayo-Polynesian: A Report of Tentative Find-

ings," American Anthropologist, LVII (1955), pp. 337-39.
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Interpreting the Evidence

The evidence which will be presented in subsequent chapters consists of similar

features occurring in two or all three of the branches of the proposed subgroup.

The presence of similar features in two or more languages must be due to one of

three causes: (1) chance—the features developed independently, (2) borrowing,

(3) common inheritance from an earlier period of unity. However, for problems

of subgrouping a further distinction must be made between those features in-

herited from a period of unity confined to the languages of the hypothesized

grouping and those inherited from an earlier time. It is impossible to estabhsh

with certainty the cause of any similarity between languages. Still, in specific

cases there may be factors which make one explanation more likely than others.

chance resemblances

As Brugmann pointed out, related languages have a tendency to carry out

parallel changes independently. It is clear, however, that certain changes have a

much higher intrinsic probability than others. Thus, of languages in general it

can be said that a bilabial voiceless stop [p] is more likely to become a bilabial

voiceless fricative [<^] than to become a low unrounded vowel [a]. Likewise, it may
be said that a form having the meaning "moon" is more likely to shift to the

meaning "month" than to "three" or "go". Although the examples cited are ex-

treme, it may be seen that even in the cases of regular sound shifts or semantic

shifts, there are marked differences in the probabihties of different changes oc-

curring.

There are undoubtedly a number of factors involved in determining the prob-

ability of a particular change occurring. Some of these are certainly determined

by the structure of the language involved. But it does seem that the probability

of a particular change occurring in a particular language bears some relation to

the frequency with which the same change has occurred in languages of similar

structure—i.e., in languages of the same family. Thus, when two or more related

languages share a feature which is not shared by any other related language, and

if there is no evidence indicating that the languages affected do not have a closer

relationship to one another, a probability somewhat greater than chance appears

to exist that:

1. The change has occurred only once—i.e., is a shared innovation, or

2. the languages in question shared some aspect which tended to encourage

that particular change. Either explanation would indicate a closer relationship

among the languages sharing the feature.

Of course, considerations of this sort would have little vahdity in cases where

the number of languages lacking the feature in question is not large. However, it

seems extremely unlikely that there could have been any appreciable number of

convergent developments between Fijian or Rotuman and Polynesian languages

which were duplicated nowhere else in the entire family, unless we assume that a

closer relationship among those languages existed as a contributing factor.
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BORROWING

The second cause of similarities between languages given above is borrowing.

In addition to the general consideration that some items are more subject to bor-

rowing than others, there are often more decisive criteria for the identification

of loans. A first question which may be asked is: Does the language which is as-

sumed to have borrowed the feature show other borrowings from the language

which is the presumed source? Secondly, similar forms in two languages which

are due to common inheritance will often show different sound correspondences

than those which have been spread by borrowing.

For problems of subgrouping, two types of borrowing must be considered.

The first is borrowing by one member of the proposed grouping from another.

The second is the independent borrowing of the same element by two members
of the group from an outside source. I find no indication that borrowing of the

second sort has occurred. This is not surprising; the geographical position of

Fiji, Rotuma, and the Polynesian islands, except for the Outliers, is such that

they must have had very little contact with outside languages.

As far as internal borrowing is concerned, there is no indication that Fijian

has borrowed appreciably from any Polynesian language or that the reverse has

occurred. However, it is apparent that Rotuman has borrowed extensively from

Polynesian sources.

A number of such loans may be identified from the presence of correspondences

between Rotuman and the Polynesian languages which differ from the cor-

respondences shown by commonly inherited forms. For example, we find Rotu-

man /o'^oii 'new'. This agrees with Tongan, Futunan /o^om 'new' < Proto-Austro-

nesian haqeRu{h). However, PAN b > Rot h, and PAN q disappears in Rotuman.

PAN q has been lost in all Polynesian languages except four. These are Tongan,

Futunan, Uvean, and Rennellese. Rennellese has ho^ou 'new' and can apparently

be eliminated from consideration as a possible source on the basis of the initial h

of that form and also because of its geographical remoteness from Rotuma.

I have not been able to obtain access to a good source on Uvean. However,

Tongan ^ frequently appears in forms where Futunan has a cognate which lacks

^, and vice versa. There are frequent examples of similar forms in Rotuman,

Tongan, and Futunan where ^ appears in the Tongan and Rotuman forms but is

lacking in the Futunan. This, of course, argues in favor of Tongan as the source.

However, there are other cases where Tongan seems not to be the most likely

source. E.g., Rot vde, Sm, Fut vae, To vahe 'to divide'. Since the correspondences

of To h in Rotuman are not established with certainty, it is possible that this is a

shared retention. However, it is much more probable that Rot s (or possibly Rot

j) corresponds regularly with To h where Samoan shows loss.

PAN I > Fi, Rot, To, Fu, Sm I; PAN d,D,r > Fi, Rot r, but To, Fu, Sm I.

However, To, Fu, Sm / appear to be borrowed as Rot r. E.g., Fi data, Sm, Fu
sola, To hala 'to err' < PAN salaq are found alongside Rot sara 'to err'. To, Fu,

Sm I corresponds regularly with both Rot r and Rot I. However, in the several

cases of the correspondence of Rot r and To, Fu, Sm I where Fijian also has a

cognate showing Fi I, this is interpreted as indicative of borrowing by Rotuman.
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Although Rot sara is thus to be interpreted as a loan, it apparently was not
borrowed from Tongan, which has initial h in the corresponding form. There are

several other instances of the correspondence of Rot, Sm, Fu s and To h where
other segments indicate that the Rotuman form is borrowed.

Tongan t has an aUophone which occurs only when t is immediately followed

by To i. So do Futunan and Uvean. In Tongan this aUophone is at present [s],

but in earUer writings on Tongan it was written with j. In Futunan it is described

as [ts]. In Uvean it is written "s".

Alongside Rot futi 'banana' we find To, Fu, Smfuti 'banana' < PAN pun(tT)i.

The presence of Rot / marks this as a borrowing. However, the presence of Rot t,

rather than Rot s or^, seems to point to Samoan as a somewhat more likely source

than any of the other languages. There are several examples of this correspond-

ence.

Rotuman traditions tell of important invasions by both Samoans and Tongans.

The correspondences shown by the Rotuman borrowings are very well accounted

for by the hjrpothesis that both Tongan and Samoan served as sources. However,

a large proportion of the regular sound correspondences between Rotuman and
Polynesian languages involve phonemes in the one and the other which are very

similar phonetically. Assuming Samoan and Tongan to be sources of loans, there

are only two well attested sound correspondences between these languages and
Rotuman which appear to assure that the forms in which they appear are com-

monly inherited and not spread by borrowing. These are the correspondence of

Rot h and Sm, To / and that of Rot / and Sm, To t (these are, respectively, the

reflexes of PAN p, h and PAN t, T). If we should decide to add Futunan and
Uvean as possible sources, the principle remains unchanged.

In view of these circumstances it is to be expected that a large proportion of

the forms conunonly inherited by Rotuman and Polynesian languages would

present no formal criteria which would permit them to be distinguished from

loans. This apphes equally to inheritance from Proto-Austronesian and from a

more recent unity such as that proposed here.

SHARED RETENTIONS

The third cause of similarities between languages is the common inheritance

of features. However, here we have the problem of determining whether such

features were inherited from the proto-language of the family as a whole or from

a more recent unity participated in by the languages which share them. The only

criterion available is the distribution of the features. The only evidence that a

shared feature is an innovation rather than a retention from the proto-language

of the entire family is its absence from the other languages of the family.

However, a distribution of that sort carries great weight in a problem such

as the present one. The probability that the sharing of a feature by two members

of the proposed grouping, when it is absent from the hundreds of remaining

Austronesian languages, is due to sporadic retention from Proto-Austronesian is

very small indeed.
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THE QUESTION OF NEGATIVE EVIDENCE

It is desirable in a study such as the present one to anticipate and, where possi-

ble, to answer the arguments which might be advanced against its thesis. What
kinds of evidence, then, could disprove the present thesis? There are two ap-

proaches. The first would be concerned with the similarities which are here pro-

posed as shared innovations, attempting in as many cases as possible to show

that a more plausible alternative explanation exists. I will attempt to deal with

such arguments by discussing the case for and against any specific alternative

hypotheses which appear possible.

The second approach would involve the formulation of another subgrouping

hypothesis, incompatible with that proposed here, and an attempt to show that

an equally convincing case can be made for it. The answer to such an attempt

would have to be formulated in terms of the specific hypothesis and the evidence

advanced in its support. Since it is impossible to deal with each of the enormous

number of possible hypotheses, there is Httle that can be done until specific ones

are proposed.



CHAPTER III

PHONOLOGY
Dempwolff's Work

In 1934, 1937, and 1938, the three volumes of Otto Dempwolff's Vergleichende

Lautlehre des austronesischen Wortschatzes appeared. This work provided a recon-

structed sound system which is labeled "Proto-Austronesian", a reconstructed

vocabulary of over 2000 words which is also labeled "Proto-Austronesian", and

the analysis of sound correspondences between Proto-Austronesian and 11 daugh-

ter languages. It furnished a new and sounder basis for comparative Austronesian

hnguistics than had existed previously. Although an extended critique of this

work would be inappropriate here, some discussion of the method employed is

necessary.

Dempwolif first set out to select as few languages as possible, reflecting as

many phonetic features of the proto-language as possible. He finally settled on

Tagalog, spoken on Luzon, Toba-Batak, of Sumatra, and Javanese. He then

reduced all the languages to a common orthography—an adaptation of the stand-

ard alphabet of Lepsius. His transcriptions were not phonemic; in many cases he

distinguished allophones which were not distinguished in the original orthog-

raphy. However, he did not lose sight of their status as environmentally deter-

mined variants.

Three "laryngals" are represented in his phonetic alphabet. Two of these rep-

resent sounds which had been described for the languages involved, namely h

and his spiritus lenis (denoting glottal stop). However, he viewed the glottal stop

as being one type of vowel onset or release to which he recognized a contrasting

type—the "soft" onset or release—which he represented by the spiritus asper.

In his transcription the spiritus asper is added before an initial vowel or after a

final vowel. He regarded this same sound as occurring between two syllabic

vowels in sequence, although in this case he did not write it.

Dempwolff's objective was the reconstruction of vocabulary'-, rather than gram-

matical structure, and he concentrated on roots, particularly those which were

found as free forms. With the addition of his spiritus asper, most of these had

the structure CVCVC.
Before entering into the comparisons DempwoLff examined the morphological

and morphophonemic processes of the three languages. Of interest among the

latter are the processes of nasal substitution ("nasaler Ersatz") and nasal accre-

tion ("nasaler Zuwachs"). Both occur in all three languages as regular processes.

Nasal substitution consists in the replacement of the initial consonant of the root

by the homorganic nasal consonant. Nasal accretion is the addition of the homor-

ganic nasal before the initial consonant. These processes are apphcable only to

certain consonants in each language.

He began the comparisons with forms of CVCVC structure. This provided

three different positions—initial, medial, final—in which consonants could occur,

and two—first and second syllable—in which vowels could occur. He considered

19
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the correspondences for each position. On the basis of the CVCVC forms, he re-

constructed a sound system, which—because the languages used were all Indone-

sian—he called the "Proto-Indonesian" system. This reconstructed system con-

tained two laryngeals, *h and the spiritus asper. The latter was reconstructed in

medial position as weU as initial and final. Dempwolff had failed to recognize the

occurrence of the glottal stop medially in Tagalog, and this is not accounted for

in his reconstructions.

In the cases where a certain sound in a daughter language was the reflex for

one, and only one, sound of the proto-language, this daughter language was desig-

nated as a "test language" for that sound of the proto-language. Where two

sounds of the proto-language had fallen together, and the reconstruction could

be made only on the basis of a comparison of the reflexes of two daughter lan-

guages, these two languages were designated as "criteria languages" for that

sound.

He found a number of items for which cognates appeared in two languages but

were lacking in the third. In some cases this third language was crucial as a test

or criteria language for the reconstruction of one of the segments. He resorted to

tentative reconstructions for such segments. Of the possible reconstructions for

that segment, he chose the sound which was of most frequent occurrence. How-
ever, he indicated the tentative nature of the reconstruction by placing that seg-

ment in brackets.

Next, he examined the cases in which he had found irregular correspondences

("Laut-Unstimmigkeiten") in one of the three languages. In some cases these

could be explained as the result of assimilation, metathesis, and such processes.

The others were labeled "unexplained exceptions", but continued to be inter-

preted as cognates.

In addition to the forms of CVCVC shape, the three languages also showed

forms of the shape, CVCCVC. All such forms belonged to one of two types. In

one type the shape was always C^V^C^C^V^C^ These were interpreted as being

the result of reduplication. In the other type the medial cluster consisted of a

consonant preceded by its homorganic nasal. It will be convenient to refer to

such clusters as "nasal clusters".

In some cases the nasal cluster was found in all cognate forms. In other cases

it appeared in some cognates, but was lacking—i.e., only the single, non-nasal

consonant appeared—in others. In some cases doublets—one member having the

nasal cluster and one without—occurred in the same language. In the cases where

the nasal did not appear in all cognate forms it was reconstructed as optional

("fakultativ"). Optional nasals were indicated as such by being placed in paren-

theses.

Dempwolff interpreted these phenomena as indicating that the process of nasal

accretion had once functioned in medial position as well as initial. The present

nasal clusters were explained as fossilized remains of this process. However, nasal

clusters in medial position had to be reconstructed for the proto-language.

The shapes remaining to be dealt with were those of more or less than two

syllables. The latter simply required reconstruction in that shape. However, the

former were sometimes found to be constructions containing two-syllable roots.
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These constructions were formed by compounding, partial or complete redupli-

cation, prefixing, infixing, or suffixing. If one of the daughter languages showed
the root as a free form, only the root was reconstructed. However, if the root

appeared in none of the languages as a free form, the entire form was recon-

structed. The added element was considered to be fossilized, but was separated

from the supposed root by vertical lines.

The comparison of the non-disyllabic forms completed the initial reconstruc-

tion. The next step was to test its adequacy by comparisons with additional

languages. For the first test three more Indonesian languages were chosen. These

were Malay, Ngadju-Dajak of Borneo, and Hova of Madagascar. When these

comparisons had been completed, Dempwolff concluded that the Proto-Indo-

nesian sound system as originally reconstructed was adequate.

As each new language was compared it was found apt to serve as test or cri-

teria language for certain sounds of the proto-language. On the basis of the cri-

teria thus provided a number of the tentative reconstructions were given defini-

tive shapes. Furthermore, the added languages made it possible to increase the

reconstructed vocabulary. The existence of cognate forms in any two of the six

languages was considered sufficient basis for a reconstruction. Among the recon-

structed forms were a number of proto-doublets ("Nebenformen")—pairs of

reconstructed forms having very similar meaning and similar phonological shape.

Of these, there were five instances of what was construed to be fossilized nasal

substitution.

Dempwolff's final step was to make comparisons with languages of Melanesia

and Polynesia in order to determine whether or not his reconstructions had va-

lidity for the entire language family. Melanesian and Polynesian languages were

treated separately. The Melanesian languages used were Fijian and Sa'a (of

Malaita, Solomon Islands). He cited also some forms from the language of

Ulawa, which is near and closely related to Sa'a. There were a sufficient number

of common features in the reflexes of Fijian and Sa'a to permit the reconstruc-

tion of a "Proto-Melanesian". He listed ten additional languages which were

consulted for the reconstruction, but he did not cite data from them. These ten

are: Aneityum (New Hebrides), Mota (Banks Islands), Lau (Solomon Is.),

Pala (New Ireland), Tuna (New Britain), Graged (Madang District, New
Guinea), Motu (Territory of Papua), Ponape (Carohne Is.), Marshall Is., Gil-

bert Is.

The phonological innovations which Dempwolff found to be shared by all of

these languages are the following (where they differ, I use the symbols intro-

duced by Isidore Dyen, rather than those used by Dempwolff)

:

Unification of Proto-Indonesian h and p; t and T^; d and D^; s, z, j, (and from

hmited data available, c); g and k; mb and mp; rjk and (from hmited data) yg;

ns, nz, (and, from hmited data) nc, nj.

The PIN nasal clusters are reflected in initial position as well as medial. Nasal

substitution and nasal accretion are not productive processes in any of these

languages.

Dempwolff commented, "These features occur in no Indonesian language

^ To account for two retrofiex consonants in Javanese.
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known to me. They would suffice—even without examination of their grammati-

cal relations—to group the Melanesian languages together as a unified linguistic

grouping which had separated from the Indonesian group before the latter had

differentiated into the present day languages, and which spread over its present

territory in the Pacific Ocean and only then spht up into distinct languages".^

Although Dempwolff made no further attempt to define the membership of

this subgroup, it would appear to be quite extensive since the twelve acknowl-

edged members are distributed over the major part of Melanesia and Micronesia.

The final languages to be examined were three Polynesian languages, or dia-

lects C'Mundarten") as Dempwolff labeled them. They were Tongan, Samoan,

and Futunan (Horn Island). After their correspondences had been worked out

and a number of other Polynesian languages consulted (although data from the

latter were not cited), a Proto-Polynesian sound system was reconstructed.

Every one of the innovations listed above for Proto-Melanesian appeared also

in the Proto-Polynesian!

This extensive set of innovations common to the Melanesian and Polynesian

languages is entirely too much to be ascribed to chance. It can only be concluded

that these languages have shared a common history apart from the Indonesian

languages. This is to say that they must derive from a common proto-language

from which the Indonesian languages were separate. And within the scope of

Dempwolff 's analysis, his "Proto-Melanesian" is adequate to be interpreted as

that proto-language.

From his success in applying his Proto-Indonesian reconstructions to Mela-

nesian and Polynesian languages, Dempwolff concluded that it could be rein-

terpreted as the proto-language of the entire Austronesian family. Accordingly,

he thereafter called it "Proto-Austronesian."

However, this interpretation must be taken with some reservations. In three

respects the Melanesian and Polynesian languages were not accorded the same

weight in the reconstruction of Proto-Austronesian as were all six of the Indo-

nesian languages. First, a vocabulary item which appeared in cognate forms in

two Indonesian languages would be reconstructed as PAN. If it appeared in one

Indonesian language and one Eastern language, it would be reconstructed. If it

appeared in two or more Eastern languages, but not in Indonesia, it would not

be reconstructed. A samphng of his Proto-Austronesian vocabulary indicates

that almost 60 % of the reconstructed words do not show cognates in any of the

Eastern languages. It is probable that many of these words were never in the

vocabulary of the Eastern languages at any point in their history.

Secondly, since comparisons were not made between any two Eastern lan-

guages, but only between Eastern languages and Indonesian languages, there is

no assurance that we have a complete picture of the sound correspondences ex-

isting among the Eastern languages. It is possible that sets of correspondences

exist which, if discovered, would require some modification of the sound system

reconstructed as PAN. However, Proto-Polynesian has subsequently been recon-

2 Dempwolff, II, 165.
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structed on an internal basis without requiring any modification in PAN.^ Fur-

thermore, nothing known of the Eastern languages so far seems to point to any

drastic revisions.

Finally, certain phonological evidence from the Eastern languages was ignored

in the reconstructions. In the matter of medial nasal clusters, if the cluster was

reflected in all cognates in Indonesian languages, it was reconstructed. If it ap-

peared in some, but not all Indonesian cognates, it was reconstructed as optional.

If it appeared in none, it was omitted from the reconstruction. The reflexes of the

Eastern languages frequently disagreed, but they were not considered. Further-

more, in the Eastern languages reflexes of nasal clusters also appeared in initial

position. In the Indonesian languages they did not occur initially except as the

result of regular processes. They were not reconstructed for initial position.

In addition, there were two sounds in Sa'a which were not fully explained in

terms of the reconstructed PAN. Sa'a q is interpreted as an occasional reflex of

PAN mh, mp. Sa'a mw did not appear in any of the forms for which cognates

were found in the Indonesian languages. Dempwolff assumed that both derived

from a Papuan substratum.

Despite these reservations, Dempwolff 's contribution is of great value. At the

very least it can be said that he has made an essentially sound reconstruction of

a proto-language common to a number of languages in Indonesia, and that he

has worked out the sound correspondences between this proto-language and a

number of Eastern Austronesian languages. And so far no concrete evidence has

appeared which would invalidate his claim that his reconstruction—at least the

sound system—is adequate for the proto-language of the Austronesian family as

a whole.

Furthermore, the extensive agreements among all the Eastern languages in

their correspondences to the reconstructed proto-language are sufficient to estab-

lish the existence of an Eastern Austronesian subgroup, including all the Melane-

sian and Polynesian languages compared by Dempwolff.

Dyen's Work

Several modifications in Dempwolff's reconstructions have been proposed by

Isidore Dyen. These modifications provide an explanation for certain correspond-

ences which were not satisfactorily explained, and occasionally were not noted,

by Dempwolff. One of these changes affected the criteria in Tagalog for the re-

construction of PAN D in initial position.^ This provided an explanation for cer-

tain Tagalog forms which had been anomalous, and also resulted in alteration of

the shapes of certain reconstructions. Others affected the phonological structure

of the reconstructed Proto-Austronesian, as well as altering the shapes of recon-

3 Samuel H. Elbert, "Internal Relationships of Polynesian Languages and Dialects,"

Southwestern Journal of Anthropology , IX (1953), 147-73.

^Isidore Dyen, "The Tagalog Reflexes of Malayo-Polynesian D," Language, XXIII

(1947), 227-38.
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structed forms. These include the addition of a new phoneme, PAN Z/ and of

two new diphthongs, *e'w^ and *ez/J

The laryngeals were perhaps the most unsatisfactory feature of Dempwolff's

reconstructed sound system. In order to find a satisfactory solution Dyen found

it necessary to include the evidence of additional languages.^ The solution pro-

posed involves the replacement of Dempwolff's two laryngeals by two new re-

constructed phonemes, *h and *g.^ In addition some forms which had contained

a laryngeal as reconstructed by Dempwolff were now reconstructed without the

laryngeal. Initial, medial and final position were all affected by this latter change.

Thus resulted reconstructions containing a vowel in initial or final position or a

medial vowel sequence.

Dempwolff reconstructed a phoneme, *R, on the basis of the correspondence

of Tagalog g, Toba-Batak r, and the absence of a consonant in the corresponding

position in Javanese. However, irregular correspondences appeared in some seem-

ing cognates, and further cases of this were found when additional languages

were compared. Dyen found that four different correspondences had been recon-

structed as *R}^ However, the number of examples of some of these correspond-

ences is small, and he considered it possible that they resulted from borrowing,

analogic change, or other secondary developments. To deal with them until such

time as their proper interpretation is determined, he proposed the following pro-

visional, or "problematic" reconstructions:

Reconstruction Malay Javanese Ngadju-Dajak Malagasy Tagaloj

*Rx r X h X g
*R2 r X h z g
*Rz r r h z g
*R4 r r r r g

(Loss is represented by the symbol "X")-

In 1947 Dyen had worked on the language of Truk, in the Caroline Islands.

Trukese has nine vowel phonemes, whereas the reconstructed PAN sound system

contains only four. In his article, "On the History of the Trukese Vowels," Dyen
presents a series of hypotheses by means of which it is possible to explain all of

the Trukese vowels as regular developments from PAN vowels and diphthongs.

These hypotheses involve the reconstruction of an earlier stage of development

of the vowel system. This stage is called "Pre-Trukese," and is very similar to

the vowel system of Dempwolff's Proto-Melanesian. From this Pre-Trukese, the

development of the present Trukese vowels may be explained by hypotheses of

conditioned sound changes. The success of this study in showing rules of deriva-

^ Idem, "Proto-Malayo-Polynesian *Z," Language, XXVII (1951), 534-40.

6 Idem, "The Malayo-Polynesian Word for 'Two'," Language, XXIII (1947), 50-55.

"> Idem, "On the History of the Trukese Vowels," Language, XXV (1949), 420-36.

^ Idem, The Proto-Malayo-Polynesian Laryngeals (William Dwight Whitney Linguistic-

Series; Baltimore: Linguistic Society of America, 1953).

3 E. M. Uhlenbeck in a review {Lingua, V [1955-56], 308-18) questions the accuracy of

the data on which these reconstructions are based.

lo/dem, "Dempwolff's *R," Language, XXIX (1953), 359-66.
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tion which permit the explanation of all nine Trukese vowels by means of the

four reconstructed PAN vowels is important support for Dempwolff 's claim that

his reconstructions might be interpreted as Proto-Austronesian and not just

Proto-Indonesian

.

Reflection of Nasal Clusters in the Eastern Languages

The PAN sound system as reconstructed at this writing may be represented

as follows

:

Vowels, a, e, i, u.

Diphthongs, aw, ew, iw, ay, ey, uy.

Consonants Subject to Nasal Accretion (These consonants appear in reconstructed

forms with nasal accretion [i.e., as the second member of a homorganic nasal

cluster], with optional nasal accretion, and without nasal accretion), p, b, t, d,

T, D, s, z, Z, c, j, k, g.

Other Consonants, w, y, q, h, 1, r, R, (*R has tentatively been split up into *Ri

,

*R2 , *R3 , *R4) m, n, n, g.

As has been indicated those sounds in the Eastern languages which were inter-

preted as reflecting PAN nasal clusters did not always appear where expected.

The situation can be made clearer by a brief review of Dempwolff's treatment of

the problem in one of the Eastern languages.

The first Eastern language compared by Dempwolff was Fijian. Since the treat-

ment of the other Eastern languages followed the same pattern, it is not necessary

to examine each separately.

Many Eastern languages have a series of "prenasalized" consonants. From a

phonetic viewpoint these can be described as a sequence of a nasal plus a homor-

ganic oral consonant—usually a voiced stop. However, they are traditionally

treated as unit phonemes. Of the Eastern languages treated by Dempwolff only

Fijian has prenasalized consonants.

The prenasalized consonants of Fijian could be analyzed as clusters. However,

there appears to be no advantage in such an analysis. ^^ The following consonants

are found in Fijian (I follow the traditional orthography in all but a few cases;

where my symbol is different, the traditional spelling is given in parentheses)

:

Prenasalized b d dr g (q)

Other t k

V (g)

As has been mentioned, Dempwolff used his own orthography for all of the

languages studied. In Fijian he wrote the prenasalized consonants as clusters

—

"m&, nd, ndr, yg." It is not clear, however, just how he interpreted them. In one

" For discussion of possible analyses of Fijian consonants, see Charles F. Hockett, A
Manual of Phonology (International Journal of American Linguistics, Memoir 11; Balti-

more: Waverly Press, Inc., 1955), 95, 124.

b d

t

d

V die) s

r

I

m n
w
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place he writes ".
. .sie [i.e. Fijian] hat auch von dem indonesischen Sprachgut

am meisten konserviert, von allem enthalt sie voile Nasalverbindungen, die sonst

fast iiberall im Melanesischen reduziert sind."^^ But he also comments that in

Fijian, ".
. . es kommen .... keine Konsonanten-Zusammenstosse [vor]."^^ Prob-

ably it is fair to suppose that he interpreted these sounds as units in terms of

Fijian structure, but as nasal clusters from a phonetic and/or historical view-

point.

DempwoLff's procedure was to compare his Proto-Indonesian reconstructions

of the shape CVCVC with the language in question—in this case Fijian—to deter-

mine the most common reflex for each Proto-Indonesian sound. Then he turned

to reconstructions of other shapes—the first of these being those of the shape

CVCCVC which contained a nasal cluster. However, for the last mentioned step

he altered the procedure slightly. He wrote, "Zur Untersuchung der Laute des Fi.

die den Nasalverbindungen des UIN. [i.e., ''Urindonesisch"] .... entsprechen,

tut man gut, nicht vom UIN., sondern vom Fi. auszugehen, denn das Fi. besitzt

nur vier Nasalverbindungen mb, nd, ndr und yg, und diese treten nicht nur als

Inlaut, sondern auch als Anlaut auf."^^

The situation might be described differently. Certain PAN consonants exhibit

pairs of reflexes in Fijian. The consonants involved are precisely those which

sometimes appear in nasal clusters in Indonesian languages. Thus, it is not un-

reasonable to explain the pairs of reflexes in Fijian as consisting of the reflex for

the simple PAN consonant and a separate reflex for the PAN nasal cluster con-

taining that consonant. This explanation is also supported by the fact that each

of these pairs of reflexes except one contains one, and only one, prenasalized con-

sonant.

The following are the PAN consonants involved and the pairs of reflexes in

Fijian; it will be seen that a number of unifications have occurred:

PAN Fijian

p, 6 > V, h

t,T > t,d

d, D > r, dr

s, z, c, j > d, s

k, g > k, g

(The second member of each pair is assumed to reflect the nasal cluster.)

- One further matter must be considered here; Fijian often reflects a nasal clus-

ter in forms which were reconstructed with a simple consonant and often reflects

a simple consonant where a nasal cluster was reconstructed. The same is true of

the other Eastern languages which Dempwolff compared. This same inconsis-

tency occurred also in Indonesia, although there it was dealt with by the recon-

struction of optional nasals before the consonants affected. For the present there

seems to be no solution other than that which Dempwolff tacitly used—to con-

sider the PAN consonants involved as having occurred in two "grades," which

12 Dempwolff, II, 125.

^^Ibid., 127.

1^ Ibid., 135.
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two grades are reflected distinctively in the daughter languages. The two grades

might conveniently be called, "nasal grade" and "oral grade."

In most cases in the Indonesian languages the nasal grade is reflected by the

reflex of the oral grade preceded by the homorganic nasal. This corresponds to

the shapes in which the two grades have been reconstructed. However, in the

case of the Eastern languages one may legitimately ask on what basis Dempwolff

decided which reflex to assign to the nasal grade and which to the oral. His cri-

teria are not always clear. It appears that in the case of Fijian he assumed a pri-

ori that the prenasalized consonants reflected nasal clusters. However, neither

of the reflexes for PAN, s, z, c, j—i.e., Fijian d and s—is prenasalized. Demp-
wolff recognized this as a problem, but decided that since nasal clusters did not

occur in morpheme-fiQal position in the Indonesian languages, and since Fijian d

occurred in morpheme final position and s did not, d must reflect the oral grade.

Since consonants only occur in morpheme final position before one of the rare

suffixes in Fijian, the number of forms on which this decision was based is very

small.

In the other Eastern languages compared by Dempwolff there were, however,

no prenasalized consonants. It appears that his principal criterion in these lan-

guages is frequency. The reflex which occurs most frequently is assigned to the

oral grade. However, in the case of the reflexes of PAN s, z, c, j in the Polynesian

languages he resorted to the touchstone of morpheme-final occurrence as he had

for Fijian.

The object of the preceding discussion is not to cast doubt on Dempwolff's

conclusions, but simply to show that, tentatively, the oral grade and nasal grade

reflexes must be treated as equivalent. For example, PAN p,h> Fijian v, Sa' a

h; PAN mp, mb > Fi 6, Sa p (or q). However, the following correspondences

must all be regarded as regular: Fi v and Sa h, Fi v and Sa p(q), Fi h and Sa h,

Fi h and Sa p(q).

The Rotuman Reflexes

Ten vowels, i, e, a, a, a, a, o, 6, u, ii, are distinguished in the Rotuman or-

thography.^^ In addition. Churchward recognizes the existence of four further

vowels which are not represented in the orthography. However, all but five of

the fourteen are described as secondary developments.

The "primary vowels" are i, e, a, o, u. "Posterior a" (not distinguished orth-

ographically from "primary" a), a, and a are all described as secondary develop-

ments from a. The environments in which each occurs can be defined. However,

it appears that they can not be regarded as members of one phoneme with a be-

cause of the occurrence of a in a few forms where one of the secondary vowels

would be expected. "Narrow e" and "narrow o" are secondary developments

from e and o, respectively, and are not distinguished from the latter in the or-

thography. However, it seems that the occurrence of narrow e and narrow o can

" All the Rotuman data appearing in this study come from C. Maxwell Churchward,

Rotuman Grammar and Dictionary (Sydney: Australasian Medical Publishing Company,

1940).
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be predicted—that they are in complementary distribution with e and o—and

so, need not be accorded phonemic status.

The remaining Rotuman vowels occur only as the result of a morphological

process of the language. They may be thought of as the reduction of certain diph-

thongs which would result from this process. The process involved is the forma-

tion of the "incomplete phase," which process will be discussed more fully in the

section on grammar. The forms which concern us here are those with the termi-

nation V^C^V^ in the complete phase. The incomplete phase of such forms will

have one of three possible shapes: -V^V^C, -V^C, or -V^C. The shape of the in-

complete phase is predictable on the basis of the vowels occurring in the com-

plete phase.

We are concerned here only with the last of the three possible shapes—those

in which a new vowel is introduced. The sequences which produce new vowels

are as follows

:

Complete Phase Incomplete Phase

-aCi -aC

-uCi -iiC

-oCe -oC ("normal 6")

-oCi -oC ("narrow 6")

(The distinction between "normal o" and "narrow 6" is not indicated in the or-

thography, although it appears to be distinctive).

Although it appears probable that not all of the fourteen vowels recognized by
Churchward are actually phonemically distinct, it does seem certain that some

of the "secondary" vowels—and especially those involved in the construction of

the incomplete phase—are independent phonemes. However, the fact that none

of the secondary vowels may occur except under certain statable circumstances

indicates that all of them are recent developments.

The Rotuman consonants are: p, t, k, m, n, y (g in the Rotuman orthography),

f, V, s, j (apparently a voiceless alveolar or palatal affricate), I, r, h,^.

The reflexes of the sounds of Proto-Austronesian in Fijian, Proto-Polynesian,

Tongan, Futunan, and Samoan are known to us from the work of Dempwolff.

Elbert's work has provided information on the correspondences among the Poly-

nesian languages. Thus, of the languages with which this study is directly con-

cerned, only Rotuman is unstudied from the comparative viewpoint. A tentative

statement of the PAN reflexes in Rotuman will, therefore, be useful.

For each example cited, in addition to the PAN and Rotuman forms, cognates

from one or more Indonesian languages will be given for the purpose of showing

to what extent the meanings agree. In a few cases Tongan forms which were ac-

cepted as cognate by Dempwolff are cited. The following abbreviations are used

for the names of languages: Tg. Tagalog, Ml. Malay, Jv. Javanese, TB. Toba-

Batak, NgD. Ngadju-Dajak, To. Tongan.

In a few cases I have arbitrarily introduced hyphens to identify the element

which appears to be cognate.
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PAN p,h > Rot h.

*pitu, Tg pito, Rot hifu 'seven'

*puluq, Ml puloh, Rot say-hulu 'ten'

*bulan, Ml hulan, Rot /iwZa 'moon'

*Dabuk, Jv dawv?, 'grey', Rot m/iw 'ashes', rqhrqhu 'of ashy color, grey'

Less frequently Rotuman has p, which presumably reflects *mp, *mh.

*(h)empay, Ml empay 'dam'. Rot pa- 'wall, fence, enclosure'

*beyi, Jv heyi, Rot po/7^ 'night'

*tu(m)buq, Tg tiX-ho^ , Rot /wpw 'grow'

PAN^ > Rot/.

Haliya, Ml teliya, Rot faliya 'ear'

*6aiM, Ml fea^M, Rot /iofu 'stone'

PAN wf probably becomes Rot t

*taU, Ml tali 'rope'. Rot tali 'to plait (rope)'

Hin(D)aw, TB ^i?ic?o 'to see in the distance', Rot tiro 'to look in mirror, telescope;

to watch closely'

PAN d,D,r> Rot r.

*damaR, Ml damar 'torch'. Rot rama 'to shine, give light'

*(qh)adep, Ml (h)adap, Rot aro 'front'

*Dahun, Tg dd-hon, Rot raw 'leaf

*quDay, Tg ^wZa?? 'lobster'. Rot ura 'lobster, crayfish'

*surup, Jv surup, Rot swrw 'enter'

*garis, Ml ^am 'a scratch'. Rot kqri 'to scrape'

PAN nD (and *w(^?) appear to become Rot t.

*panDan, Jv pandan 'pandanus'. Rot hata 'kind of pandanus'

*(dD)anum, NgD danum 'water', Rot tqnu 'water, liquid, juice'

PAN s, Z, j > Rot s.

*siwa, TB sia, Rot s^^;a 'nine'

*susu(h), Ml swsM, Rot smsm 'breast, udder'

*Zalan, Ml jalan, Rot saZa 'road'

*quZan Ml (h)ujan, Rot wsa 'rain'

*(h)ajan, Jv aran, Rot asa 'name'

*i;'w/7. Ml {h)idoy, Rot *sw 'nose'

PAN also probably becomes Rotuman s, although no entirely satisfactory

examples have been found.

*gazi, Jv g/er/aji, Ml ger-gaji '(a) saw', Rot ^qsi 'kind of cockle, the shell of

which is much used for scraping purposes'

*zayka(q), Ml jaykah 'stepping over with difficulty (as over a log in jungle)',

Rot saka 'to display vigor, show off'
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*za(m)bat, Ml jabat, jawat, Rot sapo 'take hold of

*zuluk, Ml jolok 'to prod, thrust, poke', Rot sulu-hi 'to pierce the principal eye

of a coconut, for drinking'

If these Rotuman forms actually represent cognates, however, the final o of

Rot sapo must be regarded as an unexplained irregularity. Likewise the element

-hi of Rotuman suluhi is unexplained.

It seems hkely that PAN ns, nz, nZ, and nj are also reflected by Rot s. How-
ever, there is one Rotuman sound—Rot j—which will not be explained by any

of the hypotheses offered here. And Rot j does appear in a few cases to cor-

respond to PAN s, z, Z, and also to *t.

*yu(s)u{h), Tg yuso 'upper lip', Rot nuju 'mouth'

*banza(r), Ml hanjar 'row, series, train (of events)'. Rot paja '(of things in a row)

to be close together; (of events) to occur at frequent intervals'

*tazim, NgD tajim 'pointed'. Rot jqji 'to shave, razor'

*tuZuq, Jv tudoh 'to point'. Hot juju 'to point at, with the finger'

*ma-taquh, Ml tahu 'know', Rot ma-jau 'expert, skilful'

PAN k > Rot ^.

*kutu, Ml kutu, Rot ^ufu 'louse'

*ikan, Ml ikan, Rot {"^a 'fish'

PAN yk > Rot k.

*waykay, Jv waykay 'ship'. Rot vaka 'canoe'

*kahut, Ml kahut, Rot kakqpu 'mist'

Examples of PAN g, yg are difficult to find. The reflexes are probably the same

as those of *k, *yk.

*gazi > Rot ^gs^ (see above)

*garis > Rot kqri (see above)

*kumis, Ml kumis 'mustache', or ^gumiih), Tg gumi 'beard' > Rot kumkumi,

kumkumu 'chin, beard'

PAN w > Rot V. PAN I > Rot I

*walu, Tg walo, Rot vqlu 'eight'

*lawi(h), Ml lawilawi 'tips of tail feathers', Rot lalqvi 'feathers'

PAN m > Rot m, PAN n, n > Rot n, PAN y > Rot y.

*manuk, Ml manuk 'bird'. Rot mqnmqnu 'bird, animal, insect'

*mamis, TB mamis, Rot mqmi 'sweet'

*qanu{dj), Ml hanut, To ma-'^anu, Rot m-qnu 'float'

*niuR, Tg niyog, Rot niu 'coconut'

Hayit, Ml layit, Rot Iqyi 'sky'

PAN q, h disappear in Rotuman.

*taqun, Ml tahun, Rot fau 'year'

*qatey, Ml /lait, Rot a/e 'liver'

*Dewha, Ml dwa. Rot rwa 'two'
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Possible Rotuman cognates for reconstructed forms with initial *h are the

following

:

*hantaD, Tg hantdd 'visible', Rot afa '(of writing, photograph, etc.) to come out

clearly, to show'

*heZen, Ml ejan 'press out, squeeze out', Tg hirin 'lump in the throat, choke',

Rot oso 'to be too big to go in, to fit in too tightly'

PAN R disappears in Rotuman. This seems to be true for all four of the sub-

divisions proposed by Dyen.

Ri

*paRii(h), Ml pari 'ray (fish)', Rot hqi 'sting ray'

*ZuRiuq, Jv du-doh 'sap'. Ml juroh 'syrup', Rot sw 'juice of a ripe coconut'

R2

*heR2qat, Ml herat, To mama-fa, Rot maha 'heavy'

HeR^as, Tg tigds 'hard'. Ml teras 'heartwood'. Rot toa 'iron-wood tree'

*uR2at, Ml urat, Rot uaua 'sinew, nerve, vein'

R3

*peRzqes, Ml pei-as 'squeeze out', Rot ho- 'squeeze, wring, milk'

*qaRzUS, Ml {h)aros, Rot au 'current'

Also, possibly: *huRzew, Ml hum 'chase, hunt'. Rot hua 'to engage in a fish

drive'

R4

*baRiu(h), Ml haru, Rot hau 'hibiscus'

I have found no examples of the three remaining PAN consonants, *T, *c,

and *y, except as the latter figures in diphthongs.

The most frequent vowel correspondences are as follows: PAN a > Rot a

(or a, a), PAN i > Rot i, PAN u > Rot u, PAN e > Rot o. A number of ex-

amples of each will be found in the forms cited above. In the few examples found

of the PAN diphthongs the following correspondences appear

:

PAN -aw becomes sometimes Rot a, sometimes Rot o.

*qa(n)jaw, Tg ^d-raw 'day, smi'. Rot asa 'sun'

Hayaw, Tg Id -yaw, Rot laya 'fly (insect)'

*kaw, Ml ey-kaw, Rot "^d-ea 'thou'

*Danaw, Ml danaw 'pond'. Rot rano 'swamp, marsh'

*tin{D)aw, TB Undo 'to see in the distance', Rot tiro 'to look at in mirror, tele-

scope; to watch closely'

PAN -ew- > Rot u: *Dewha, Ml dua, Rot rua 'two'

PAN -iw > Rot i: *kahiw, Tg kd-hoy 'wood'. Rot ^qi 'tree, plant, wood'

PAN -ey > Rot e : *qatey, Ml hati, Rot dfe 'liver'

I have found no examples of PAN -ay. PAN -uy may be reflected in Rot

rqhi 'fire', which, if an explanation for the initial r were available, could be inter-

preted as cognate with PAN apuy, Tg ^apoy 'fire'.
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Phonological Features Shared by Fijian, Rotuman, and Polynesian

LOSS of pan R

The two points which are most apparent from the chart of reflexes—that all

of the languages shown share a number of innovations and that the PN languages

share several more—are not relevant to our problem. However, one innovation

is shared by Fijian, Rotuman, and PN but not by Sa'a. That is the loss of PAN
R. Still, common loss of a sound is not usually very significant as evidence. In-

deed, Sa'a, Fijian, and Rotuman agree in the loss of PAN g, which is retained

in PPN.
There are, I believe, two reasons for regarding the loss of *R as more significant

than the loss of *q. First, the loss of *q is very common while the loss of *R is

relatively uncommon. Among the Eastern AN languages the retention of *q ap-

pears to be very exceptional. It has, in fact, disappeared in most of the Poly-

nesian languages.

The second reason for attaching more importance to the loss of *R is that

Dyen's tentative division of *R into *Ri , *i^2 , *Rz , and *Ri suggests that its

loss as here described may involve more than one event. It has already been

shown that all four of these tentatively reconstructed phonemes have been lost

in Rotuman. It can also be stated with reasonable certainty that *Ri , *R2 , *Ri

,

and probably *R3 , have also disappeared in Fijian and PN.
The case in Sa'a is less clear. It appears that *Ri , and *R2 > Sa I. One form

cited by Dempwolff indicates that the reflex of *Ri is also Sa I. However, the

evidence comes not from Sa'a itself, but from the closely related Ulawa, and the

form involved is subject to serious doubts.

The reconstruction in question is PAN timuRi . Among the modern language

forms ascribed to it by Dempwolff are: Tg ti-mog 'south', Ml timor 'east'. To
timu 'rainy wind', Fu timu 'gust of wind', Sm timu 'rain', Sa nemo, U nimo 'rain',

Sa nemon, U nimoli 'to rain on'. Word-final consonants are lost in the Eastern

AN languages. However, the final consonant of a root may be preserved when
it is not in word-final position, i.e., is followed by a suffix. But frequently the

consonant which appears does not correspond to the final consonant of the root.

This was explained by Dempwolff as an analogical development. The argument,

then, runs that the "^Ri of *timuRi is reflected by U Hn nimoli, whereas Sa s in

nemqsi is the product of analogy.

One Sa'a form indicates that *Rz may be reflected by Sa r. This possibility

and its significance for PAN have been commented on by Dyen.^® The case may
be illustrated as follows: '*huRzew, Ml hum 'chase, hunt', NgD bd-bohaw 'run

away', Sa hum 'to run'.

The following examples will serve to illustrate the treatment of *Ri , *R2

,

*R3 , and *Ri in Fijian, Tongan, Futunan, Samoan, and Sa'a.

*baqeRiu{h), Tg hd-go, Fi vou, To, Fxifo'^ou, Srafou, Sa ha?alu, U haolu 'new'.

*paRii(h), Tg pd-gi, Fi vai, Fu, Sm. fai, Sa hdli 'ray (fish)'.

16 "Dempwolff's *R," in. 18, 363-64.
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HeRitts, Tg tigds 'hard', Ml teras, Fi doa 'heartwood', To, Fu, Sm toa 'iron-

wood'.

*uR2at, Ml urat, Fi ua, To uoua, Fu, Sm ua, Sa uleule, U ulaula 'sinew, vein'.

*R2umaq, Ml rumah, Sa lume, nume 'house'.

*qaRzus, Ml (h)aros, To, Fu ^au, Sm aw 'current'.

*'peRzqes, Ml peras 'squeeze out', Fi ho' 'to seize, squeeze'.

*haRiU(h), Ml 6arw, Fi yaw, To, Fu, Sm fau 'hibiscus'.

*hahaRiat, Tg habd-gat 'west or south wind', NgD barat 'west, west wind,

storm', Fi d-ava- 'hurricane'. To, Sm afa-, Fu afa?a- 'storm'. To, Sm afa'tia

'caught in a storm, bestormed'.

Until further facts are available the matter must rest there. Something has

disappeared in Fijian, Rotuman and Polynesian. But whether that something

represented one phoneme or more than one in the language ancestral to Sa'a,

Fijian, Rotuman, and Polynesian cannot be determined with certainty at present.

INITIAL NASAL ACCRETION

The problem of the nasal clusters has already been discussed. It was pointed

out that frequently a form in one language contains the reflex of a PAN nasal

cluster, while an apparently cognate form in another language shows, in the cor-

responding segment, the reflex of the simple PAN oral consonant. This corre-

spondence, it was noted, must be considered as regular until the history of nasal

accretion is better understood.

However, in the Indonesian languages examined by Dempwolff nasal accretion

in morpheme-initial position occurred only in connection with regular morpho-

logical processes. In the Eastern languages, on the other hand, no such processes

occurred, but initial nasal clusters were reflected in some forms. It is a reasonable

hypothesis that a process similar to that in the Indonesian languages once existed

in the Eastern languages, and that the forms in question became fossiUzed after

it ceased to be productive.

Dempwolff's study showed that the Eastern languages reflected initial nasal

clusters in some forms, but it did not show to what extent they agree as to which

forms exhibit these reflexes. However, this matter is of interest because it may
be supposed that languages would agree on these reflexes if they had separated

after the process which produced the nasal clusters had ceased to be productive.

Most of the PAN consonants which are subject to nasal accretion are not suit-

able to use in testing this matter either because their reflexes are not distinct in

all of the languages from those of the corresponding nasal clusters, or because it

is doubtful that the reflexes have been correctly identified. Therefore, the test

will be limited to those reconstructions containing initial PAN b or p for which

Dempwolff cites cognates in Sa'a, Fijian, or one or more of the Polynesian lan-

guages. The reflexes of PAN 6, p fall together as Sa h, Fi v, PN /. The reflexes

of PAN mb, mp are Sa p, q, Fi b, PN p.

We find that there are 78 PAN words for which Dempwolff identifies cognates

in Sa'a. Of these, 11, or 14%, show a Sa'a cognate with initial Sa'a p or q.
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There are 99 PAN words for which cognates are cited in Fijian. Of these, 28,

or 28%, show a cognate with initial Fi h.

There are 89 PAN words for which Dempwolff cites cognates for one or more

PN languages. Of these, 25, or 28 %, show a cognate with initial p.

Thus, the reflexes of the nasal clusters appear with almost identical frequency

in Fijian and in the Polynesian languages, and only half so frequently in Sa'a.

This, in itself, must have some historical significance.

It is assumed, of course, when cognates for a PAN word are cited in any two

languages, that the forms in those languages are cognate with each other. We
may now examine the correspondences which result from that assumption. The
question we are asking is whether these languages, or any of them, agree as to

the forms in which nasal clusters are reflected. For example, if we decide that

Fijian and Polynesian do agree, we may set up the correspondences of Fi v and

PN / and of Fi h and PN p as regular. If we make this assumption, the corre-

spondences of Fi V and PN p or of Fi b and PN /, if such appear, will require a

secondary explanation. The most obvious explanation would be that they result

from doublets which existed at the most recent stage of the common history of

Fijian and Polynesian. According to this explanation forms exhibiting the latter

correspondences would be assumed to have had a common origin, but to have

become distinct at an earlier time than forms exhibiting the correspondences

which we have recognized as regular.

The comparison of Sa'a and Fijian yields the following:

1. Agreement

a. In the absence of nasal accretion 25 cases

b. In presence of nasal accretion 2 cases

2. Disagreement 8 cases

3. Ambiguous—doublets in one or both 4 cases

(The cases of disagreement are: Sa p and Fi v, 3 cases; Sa h and Fi h, 5 cases.

The Ambiguous cases: Sa h and Fi v, h, 2 cases; Sa h, p and Fi v, h, m, 1 case;

Sa h, p and Fi v, m, 1 case). These figures clearly give no support whatever to

the idea that Sa'a p or q corresponds regularly to Fijian b.

The comparison of Sa'a and Polynesian shows the following:

1. Agreement

a. In absence of nasal accretion 27 cases

b. In presence of nasal accretion 3 cases

2. Disagreement 3 cases

3. Ambiguous—doublets in one or both 3 cases

(The pairs in disagreement show: Sa h and PN p in all cases. The ambiguous

cases are: Sa h, p and PN /, m, 1 case; Sa h, p and PN p, m, 1 case; Sa h and

PN/, p, 1 case).

There does appear to be a positive correlation between the reflexes which show

nasal accretion in Sa'a and Polynesian. It is noteworthy that there is no instance

of a correspondence of Sa p or g and PN /. This, in conjunction with the fact

noted above that PN and Fijian reflect nasal accretion much more frequently

than does Sa'a, suggests a hypothesis. It might be hypothesized that the fossili-
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zation of nasal clusters in some forms occurred at an earlier date than in others.

However, the number of relevant forms is so small here that the apparent cor-

relation could be due to chance. And certainly we have not found grounds which
authorize us to regard the correspondence of PN p and Sa p or g as regular and
the correspondence of PN p and Sa h as exceptional.

For Fijian and Polynesian, we find the following correspondences:

1. Agreement

a. In the absence of nasal accretion 30 cases

b. In presence of nasal accretion 7 cases

2. Disagreement 3 cases

3. Ambiguous—Doublets in one or both 4 cases

(The pairs in disagreement show: PN / and Fi 6, 2 cases; PN p and Fi v, 1

case. The ambiguous cases are: PN /, p and Fi 6, 1 case; PN / and Fi v, b, 1

case; PN p and Fi v, h, 1 case; PN p, m and Fi v, b, m, 1 case).

Fijian b and Polynesian p clearly show a strong positive correlation. It is en-

lightening to examine the ambiguous cases in more detail.

Attributed to PAN belaj, we have: Fi bola 'mat of plaited coconut leaf; To,

Fu, Sm pola 'plaited coconut leaf, fola 'to spread out', mafola 'spread out'.

From PAN buluQi) : Fi vulua 'pubic hair', bulukovu 'the knot at the top of a

bundle, primarily headdressing' ; To, Fu, Smfulu 'hair, feather'.

From PAN paqa: Fi yava- 'leg below the knee', ba- 'the stalk of taro leaves';

To, Fu pa?apa?a 'the leaf stalk of banana, taro, etc'

From PAN pened: Fi vono (vonota) 'to join pieces together in making a canoe,

to make panels, to inlay', bono (bonota) 'to block or dam up', momonotaka 'to

repair and calk a canoe'; To ponoi 'to press', Fu mapono 'be closed, plugged'. To
mono (monoti); Fu mono, Sm momono (monoti) 'to plug, to calk'.

Those cognates which exhibit the correspondences of Fi v and PN /, of Fi b

and PN p, and of Fi m and PN m, consistently show a closer agreement in mean-

ing than those which exhibit other correspondences. This strongly suggests that

those cognates showing the correspondences named represent a more recent his-

torical identity than those showing conflicting correspondences. And this sug-

gests that cognates of the latter type result from doublets which existed at the

time of the most recent historical unity of Fijian and Polynesian. This hypothe-

sis is not weakened when we examine the cases where the only cognates found

show the correspondences of Fi b and PN / or of Fi v and PN p.

From PAN baReq: Fi bo 'a boil'; Sm mata-fa- 'boils on the face'.

From PAN bela(q): Fi bola 'to cleave with an axe'; Sm fela 'to pull down the

under eyelid', Fu fela 'to open partially'.

From PAN bekbek: Fi veveka 'rusty or worm-eaten, rust'; Sm pope 'dry', popo-

tea' 'dry and inclining to rot', To, Fu popo 'worn, rotten'.

None of these exhibit the vowel correspondences which are to be expected be-

tween Fijian and Polynesian. Indeed, on the basis of the data from these lan-

guages alone, they are not very convincing cognates.
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Fijian and Polynesian show agreement, as opposed to Sa'a, both in the fre-

quency with which nasal accretion is reflected and in the particular meaning-

forms in which these reflexes appear. This appears to indicate that the process

which produced the nasal accretion continued to operate in Fijian and Poly-

nesian after they became separate from Sa'a. However, whatever the nature of

the developments which they shared, it is clearly implied that shared develop-

ments of some sort did occur.

The next question to examine is whether or not Rotuman participated in the

same developments. Unfortunately, there is no ready list of cognates for Rotu-

man such as those provided by Dempwolff for Sa'a, Fijian, and Polynesian. How-
ever, the only Rotuman forms which have a direct bearing on the question are

those which are cognate with Polynesian or Fijian forms which reflect nasal ac-

cretion. For perspective, it is useful to add the cognates with Sa'a forms reflect-

ing accretion.

Accordingly, I have attempted to find Rotuman cognates for each of the PAN
reconstructions which contain initial PAN 6 or p and for which cognates iden-

tified by Dempwolff in Sa'a, Fijian, or a Polynesian language reflect PAN mb or

mp. The Rotuman cognates thus identified show the following correspondences

with the cognates for Sa'a, Fijian, and Polynesian:

Roth--Sa/i 2 cases

Rot p --Sap 1 case

Rot p --Ssip,q 1 case

Roth-- Sa p 1 case

Rot p --Sah 1 case

Roth--Fiy 1 case

Rot p --Fi6 6 cases

Rot p --Fiy 1 case

Roth--Fi6 1 case

Rot p --PN?? 6 cases

Roth--PNp 1 case

In addition, doublets in one language resulted in the following ambiguous cor-

respondences:

Rot h—Fi v,b 2 cases

Rot h, p—Fi b 1 case

Rot /i—PN f,p 1 case

It is obvious that the occurrence of Rot p correlates highly with the occurrence

of Fi b and PN p, but scarcely with that of Sa p, q. It remains to examine the

ambiguous and conflicting instances.

The cognates from PAN belaj provide the single set of ambiguous correspond-

ences between Rotuman and Polynesian as well as one of the sets of conflicting

correspondences between Rotuman and Fijian:

Fi bola, To, Fu, Sm pola 'plaited coconut leaf; To, Fu, Smfola 'to spread out';
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Rot hola 'to spread out'. This is clearly a doublet, both members appearing in

the Polynesian languages, one in Fijian, and the other in Rotuman.
The cognates from PAN paqa provide the single set of conflicting correspond-

ences between Rotuman and Polynesian as well as one of the sets of ambiguous
correspondences between Rotuman and Fijian:

Fi yava 'leg below the knee'; Fi ba-, To, Fupa^apa^a 'leaf stalk (of taro, etc.)';

Rot ha- '(of taro) stem'.

This set constitutes the one case of conflicting correspondences where the forms

themselves do not suggest a doublet or false etymologies as the explanation.

Fijian yava does not correspond regularly and is very possibly not cognate, but

the remaining forms appear to be good cognates. In explanation it can only be

pointed out that our hypothesis implies that a considerable number of doublets

existed in a language from which Fijian, Rotuman, and Polynesian are all de-

rived. The members of these doublets were distinguished phonologically by a

difference in the initial consonant. It would be surprising if all such doublets

could be identified in the daughter languages without recourse to that phono-

logical distinction.

Two further etyma result in ambiguous correspondences between Rotuman
and Fijian.

From PAN huja{q): Fi vuso 'froth, foam'; Fi husebuse, used in the expression,

husehuse kasivi 'to froth at the mouth without speaking' (cf. kasivi 'to spit');

Rot husa 'pus'. Here there appears to be some possibihty that the forms reflect

a doublet, and some possibility that they are not cognate with one another at all.

From PAN banza(r): Fi basa 'level or in a straight fine with'; Rot paja '(of

things in a row) to be close together, (of events) to occur at frequent intervals';

Rot hasa 'to press, urge, compel'.

As was noted above, it seems very possible, but not certain that Rot j can re-

flect PAN nz. If Rot paja is cognate with the Fijian form, it appears to agree

with the latter more closely in meaning than does Rot hasa. Indeed, the meaning

of hasa is so divergent that its acceptance as a cognate depends to a great extent

on the acceptance of paja as well.

The cognates from PAN bekbek provide the last set of conflicting correspond-

ences between Rotuman and Fijian:

Fi veveka 'rusty or worm-eaten, rust'; Sm popo 'dry,' popotea. 'dry and in-

chning to rot'; To, Fu popo 'worn, rotten'; Rot popo 'rotten, decayed, weak'.

As was suggested above, this is probably a doublet. The Rotuman form clearly

corresponds to the Polynesian and not to the Fijian.

The facts given clearly support the hypothesis that Rotuman has undergone

the same developments as those shown by Fijian and Polynesian. With one ex-

ception an examination of the conflicting and ambiguous sets suggest that they

are attributable to doublets or to false etymologies. And there is no ground for

assuming that the exceptional case—that of the cognates attributed to PAN
paqa—does not reflect a doublet.

It is not proposed that the phonological evidence presented here represents

uniquely shared innovations of Fijian, Rotuman, and Polynesian. The question
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of uniquely shared phonological innovations cannot adequately be examined

until the comparative phonology of many more languages has been worked out.

There is, however, one additional Eastern language for which some compara-

tive work has been done. This work is Dyen's "On the History of the Trukese

Vowels". It presents three Trukese forms which reflect initial PAN mb or mp,

and for each of these cognates appear in Fijian, Sa'a, and Polynesian languages.

In only one of the three cases does Sa'a reflect nasal accretion, while Fijian and

Polynesian reflect it in aU three. This suggests that Trukese may have partici-

pated in the same developments as Fijian, Rotuman, and Polynesian with re-

spect to initial nasal accretion. However, there is also one case where the Poly-

nesian languages reflect initial accretion, but the Trukese cognate does not.

Fijian and Sa'a cognates do not appear. Until more Trukese cognates are avail-

able no definite conclusion seems possible.

Summary

Dempwolff's work makes it possible to deal with problems of comparative

Austronesian phonology with a certain degree of precision. Although we are re-

stricted for most details to working with a few well described languages, we do

find it possible to extract certain relevant imphcations. Dempwolff's work showed

clearly that Sa'a, Fijian, and Polynesian had undergone many developments in

common and as opposed to the other languages which he examined. It has been

shown here that Rotuman has participated in the same developments.

Furthermore, the common loss of PAN R, and the comparable employment

of nasal accretion to PAN p, b by Fijian, the Polynesian languages, and Rotuman
clearly indicate that the latter have had a common history separate from Sa'a.



CHAPTER IV

GRAMMAR
The Grammatical Structure of Eastern AN Languages

The Eastern AN languages usually have a relatively simple morphology.

However, a number of affixes do occur, the most common being the causative

and reciprocal prefixes and the transitive suffixes. These all appear to be PAN
in origin. Their presence alone would probably be a sufficient basis for treating

verb roots as a distinct form class in most of the languages of the area. It ap-

pears that a class of noun roots could also be defined in many languages, but the

criteria would vary from language to language.

The pronominal systems are usually fairly complex and characteristically oc-

cupy an important place in the grammatical descriptions. There is an inde-

pendent, or predicative, set, which in many languages may be preceded by cer-

tain particles. There is generally also a set of possessive pronominal sufiixes.

The proto-language of this subgroup apparently had two sets of roots for the

singular pronouns, as the possessive sufiixes of the three persons, singular,

generally reflect different roots from those reflected by the corresponding in-

dependent forms.

Most of these languages distinguish two or more classes of possessive relation-

ships—the class of a particular relationship being indicated by the root to which

the pronominal suffix is attached. In most of the languages there is a class of

nouns which, when denoting the thing possessed, may have the pronominal

suffix attached directly to them. These usually include the names of body parts

and kinship terms. Apart from this, there are usually certain roots which function

as possessive classifiers to which the suffixes are attached. Rotuman and the

PN languages only employ the latter form of possessive expression, never attach-

ing the suffixes to the noun.

In addition, there are often pre-verbal, or actor, pronominal forms—usually

containing the same roots as the independent set. Some languages also use a set

of goal suffixes attached to the verb. The PN languages and the languages of

eastern Melanesia characteristically make extensive use of particles. Those to

be considered here may be divided into "pre-nominal" and "pre-verbal" sets.

The pre-nominal set frequently includes "articles," which appear to serve as

noun markers, and what are called "prepositions," which express relations in

which the noun is involved.

The pre-verbal set often contains particles which seem to function simply as

verb markers, and others which indicate tense-aspect relations.

Polynesian Pronouns

Pronouns have been recorded for at least 25 PN languages or dialects. Fortu-

nately, the different pronominal systems show enough similarity to permit a

generahzed description of PN pronouns which will presumably be indicative of

39
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the pronominal system of PPN. This will not, however, be an attempt to recon-

struct except that the forms chosen will be of sufficiently wide distribution in

most cases to imply that they existed in PPN, Forms which show different shapes

in different languages will be presented in only one shape when the differences

conform to the known sound correspondences. E.g., in the first person, inclusive,

plural, the general form is tatou. Hawaiian ka-kou will not be fisted as a variant,

since Hawaiian k is known to be the regular reflex of PPN t (vowel length was
probably also distinctive in PPN, but we are forced to disregard it as very few

sources indicate it). However, Nine tautolu will be fisted separately since the u
and I are not explainable by regular sound correspondences.

The Polynesian Pronouns

Qumber person general form variants

sing. 1 au Sm a'^u

sing. 2 koe

sing. 3 ia

dual 1 incl. {ki)taua

pi. 1 incl. {ki)tatou To kitautolu, Ni tautolu

dual 1 excl. {ki)maua

pi. 1 excl. {ki)matou To kimautolu, Ni mautolu

dual 2 koulua, kolua To kimoua, Ni mua
pi. 2 koutou, kotou To kimoutolu, Ni mutolu

dual 3 (ki)laua To kinaua

pi. 3 (ki) latou To kinautolu, Ni lautolu

There are distinct elements used as possessive suffixes for the first, second, and

third persons singular. These are, respectively, -ku, -u, -na. Of these, -ku and

-na correspond to the forms which generally appear in Melanesia, but there the

second person suffix is generally -mu. Whether the PN form represents an

irregular derivation from -mu or is a new element, it does represent an innovation.

The element ki which appears in the dual and plural forms is unexplained. It

occurs in Tongan, Samoan, and a number of the Outfiers. It will be noticed that

it is not used with the second person pronouns except in Tongan. Disregarding

Tongan and Niue for the moment, it will be seen that each of the dual and plural

pronouns may be analyzed into two elements. These two elements are clearly a

root (ta, ma, kou, or ko, and la) and a suffix representing the dual (-ua, -lua) or

the plural {-tou).

In the languages of Melanesia it is usual to have dual and (somewhat less

frequently) trial forms of the pronouns in addition to the plural. These dual and

trial forms are usually formed by the addition of suffixes to the plural forms, and

these suffixes frequently resemble the words for "two" and "three," respectively.

The words for "two" and "three" generally reflect PAN Dewha and telu, respec-

tively. The cognate forms in Proto-Polynesian are reconstructed as *lua and

*tolu. The suffixes representing the dual and plural in the Polynesian languages

are generally accepted as derived from those morphemes.
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If this interpretation is correct, cognates of PAN telu appear in most Poly-

nesian languages in two shapes. In addition to the suflax -tou, there is usually a

word tolu (written torn in some languages) 'three'. The loss of *l in the suffix con-

forms to no known sound change and certainly constitutes an innovation.

The occurrence of the suffix -tolu in Nine and Tongan might, however, appear

to suggest that the shape -tou is a post-Proto-Polynesian innovation. On closer

examination this appears to be very improbable. The distribution of -tou is

general, while -tolu occurs only in Tongan and Niue. Moreover, Tongan and Niue

are clearly closely related within the Polynesian grouping; Elbert speaks of

Niue as a "satellite" of Tongan.^ Furthermore, the Tongan and Niue forms show

another irregularity—the occurrence before each instance of the suffix -tolu of an

element u, which presumably does not belong to the pronominal root. One hy-

pothesis which would account for both of these irregularities would be that the

Tongan and Niue forms were constructed by the addition of the word for "three"

to the dual form of the pronouns. However, whatever the history of the Tongan

and Niue suffixes, it does seem legitimate to reconstruct -tou for Proto-Poly-

nesian.

As was pointed out above Tongan and Niue are also divergent in their pro-

nouns for the second person dual and plural. The general PN form is divergent

among the plural and dual pronouns in that it is the only one of these which does

not take the prefix ki-, and in that it does not take the normal dual suffix, -ua,

but instead takes -lua, which is the word for "two." This would make it appear

to be a recent construction if it were not for its wide distribution; it apparently

occurs in aU PN languages except Tongan and Niue. This alone makes it neces-

sary for us to attribute it to PPN. Although it is not certain precisely what shape

it had, we may represent it as *ko{u).

In Tongan and Niue we find a root mo or mu, or conceivably mou. It could be

derived from PAN kamuQi) or the second person singular suffix *-mu. There are

second person plural pronouns in Melanesia which look Hke possible cognates.

The fact that the prefix ki- is used with it, as it is not with ko{u) in the languages

in which the latter occurs, perhaps argues in favor of its antiquity.

There is one further element which concerns us here. It is a particle, ko, which

frequently appears on the lists of pronouns for PN languages. This particle is a

familiar element in PN grammars, but it is not primarily associated with the

pronouns. However, I have seen it on pronoun fists for Tongan, Samoan, Ha-

waiian, Niue, Tahitian, Manihiki, Fakaofo, Rennell, and Kapingamarangi, so

its connection with the pronouns seems to be worthy of mention. Generally, it is

confined to the singular pronouns, in fact, usually to the first person singular.

In at least some of the Western PN languages there are two sets of pronouns. A
shorter form which occurs before the verb as its "subject" and a longer form

occurring elsewhere. Data on this phenomenon are available for Tongan, Samoan,

and Sikayana.

1 Elbert, 163.
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Singular Dual Plural

Person Short Long Short Long Short Long

TONGAN

1 excl. ou, ku,

u, kau

au ma kimaua mau kimautolu

1 incl. te kita ta kitaua tau kitautolu

2 ke koe mo kimoua mou kimoutolu

3 ne ia na kinaua

SAMOAN

nau kinautolu

1 excl. "^ou, o^u a^u ma- '^ima-^ua ma-tou ^ima-tou

1 incl. ta '^ita la- '^ita-^ua ta-tou ^ita-tou

2 ?e- ?oe {'fou)l ua ^oulua {^ou)tou "^outou

3 na, ia ia la- ^ila-^ua

SIKAYANA

la-tou ^ila-tou

1 . excl

.

nau anau maua akimaua matou akimatou

1 incl. taua akitaua tatou akilatou [sic

2 koe akoe kolua akolua koutou,

toutou

3 aia laua akilaua latou akitatou [sic

No short form for the third person singular, and no long form for the second

person plural are given for Sikayana. The long forms for the plural of the first

person, inclusive, and the third person in Sikayana appear to be interchanged.

It may be a misprint.^

It is apparent from the above pronominal systems that there are in some PN
languages parallel short and long forms of the pronouns. In each case the short

form precedes the verb and functions as its "subject". And in each case the long

forms of the dual and plural contain the element ki-, except before the ko{u) root

for the second person.

This association of the long form with the element hi- indicates that contrasting

long and short forms might be found in the other PN languages in which this

element appears with the pronouns. Unfortunately, there are not enough data

available from these languages to disclose them if they do exist.

It is convenient to point out, in passing, that Samoan and Tongan have forms

which are designated "first person, inclusive, singular." These will be discussed

below in connection with the Rotuman pronouns.

Fijian Pronouns

In Fijian, also, those pronouns which occur before the verb as its "subject",

differ in most cases from those which occur elsewhere. However, the pre-verbal

forms in some cases have several alternant shapes. The distribution of these

alternants appears to show some relation to the syntactic environment, but no

rules have been given beyond those of the "rule of thumb" sort. Since the dis-

tribution of the alternants does not bear on this discussion, all alternants will

simply be listed without further remarks.

2 The source is: A. Capell, "The Sikayana Language: A Preliminary Grammar and
Vocabulary," Journal of the Polynesian Society XLIV (1935), 169.
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Pre-Verbal General Form

au, u au
ko, - iko
- koya

edaru, daru kedaru

edatou, datou, tou kedatou

eda, da keda

keirau keirau

Jceitou keitou

keimami keimami

kodrau, drav kemudrau
kodon, dou kemudou
koni-, ni- kemuni-

erau, rau rau

eratou, ratou iratou

era, ra ira

THE FIJIAN PRONOUNS
Person & Number

1 Sg.

2sg.

3sg.

1 incl. dual

1 incl. trial

1 incl. pi.

1 excl. dual

1 excl. trial

1 excl. pi.

2 dual

2 trial

2 pi.

3 dual

3 trial

3 pi.

The possessive pronouns are also of interest. In the expression of possession

Fijian has been more conservative than have PN and Rotuman. In common with

many Eastern Austronesian languages, Fijian has a class of nouns to which

possessive pronominal suffixes may be attached. Prominent among the nouns of

this class in Fijian, and in MN languages generally, are kinship terms and the

names of body parts. In addition to this, possession may be expressed by attach-

ing the possessive suffix to a root which serves as a possessive classifier, thus

forming what is called in Fijian grammar, "possessive pronouns". In Fijian there

are three such possessive classifiers

—

no or ne, which is the most general in mean-

ing, ke, used for food intended to be eaten by the possessor or for things whose

intended use is in relation to him, and me, for things to be drunk by him. It should

be emphasized that the manner in which the possession is expressed is deter-

mined by the nature of the relationship involved. The pronominal forms used

in the expression of possession in Fijian are as follows:

Person & Number no Form ke Form me Form Possessive SuflSx

1 Sg. nogu kegu, gau megu -gu

2sg. nomu kemu memu -mu
3sg. nona kena mena -na

1 incl. dual nodaru kedaru medaru -daru

1 incl. trial nodatou kedatou medatou -datou

1 incl. pi. noda keda meda -da

1 excl. dual neirau keirau meirau i keirau

1 excl. trial neitou keitou meitou i keitou

1 excl. pi. neimami keimami meimami i keimami

2 dual nomudrau kemudrau memudrau -mudrau

2 trial nomudou kemudou memudou -mudou

2 pi. nomuni- kemuni' memuni- -muni-

3 dual nodrau kedrau medrau -drau

3 trial nodratou kedratou medratoii -dratou

3 pi. nodra kedra medra -dra

A certain amount of analysis is possible, but some difficulties arise. In the

Eastern AN languages it is common to have a special pre-nominal particle which
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is used before personal names and sometimes place names. In PN languages this

description best fits the particle, a, but in some languages (e.g., Hawaiian,

Maori), the particle, A;o, seems to have a similar role. In Fijian the particle

having this function is ko.

Frequently in the Eastern AN languages, the personal article is used before

personal pronouns. Both ko and a in PN are used in this way, as is Fijian ko.

Fijian koya 'he, she, it', is generally interpreted as having been formed by the

prefixation of this ko to a formerly free form, *ia. This combination has become
fossilized and may be used with the article, thus, ko koya.

The analysis of the non-singular pronouns may best be presented in tabular

form.

Person Root Dual Suf. Trial Suf. PL Suf. Prefix of Gen. Form

1 incl. da -ru -tou - ke-

1 excl. (kei, ei, i?) -ran -tou -mami (k-, ke-?)

2 ko, mu -drau -dou -ni- ke-

3 ra -u -tou - (*-)

The first person, exclusive, is difficult to analyze. However, the other roots

agree very well with those of PN. It is particularly notable that there are two

distinct roots for the second person, and that these seem to correspond to the two

roots found in PN languages.

The variety of dual suffixes is difficult to explain. However, it is apparent that,

except possibly for that of the third person, they offer no evidence of shared

innovations with those of PN.
The trial suffixes, however, do. The loss of the *l of PAN telu has also occurred

here. The discrepant -dou for the second person need not disturb us. As the t of

-tou presumably reflects PAN t, Fijian d may reflect PAN nt. Likewise, as the r

of the dual suffix -rau presumably reflects PAN D, so Fi dr may reflect PAN nD.

Thus it would appear that -drau and -dou were derived from -rau and -tou in the

same manner and as a result of the same influence, whatever it may have been.

The loss of *l in cognates of PAN telu occurs in a few other Austronesian lan-

guages. Sobei, Wakde, and Anus, in Netherlands New Guinea show tou 'three'.

It appears probable that PAN I is regularly reflected by Sobei d and Wakde,

Anus r. Cognates of *telu do not appear as pronominal suffixes in these languages.

Nakanai and a few closely related languages on the north coast of New Britain

show tou as a pronominal plural suffiix. This contrasts with their form, tolu,

'three'.

It is possible that the proto-language of the Eastern Austronesian subgroup

had two forms, *tou and *tolu, both meaning "three" or approximately that. It

is possible also that forms of the shape tou have been derived independently by

different languages, in which case the similarities would represent chance con-

vergences. All that can be said with certainty is that it is a very unusual thing to

have a pronominal suffix -tou, and that Fijian and the Polynesian languages

agree in having it.

In the general form of the pronouns it may be seen that the first person, inclu-

sive, the second person, and possibly the first person, exclusive, have a prefix

ke-. This is reminiscent of the Polynesian ki-.
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It is possible that both Fi ke- and PN M- are derived from the PAN pronouns.

The reconstructed PAN plural pronouns for the first person, inclusive, the first

person, exclusive, and the second person are, respectively, *ki(n)ta, *kami, and
*kamu(h). Each of these exhibits initial *k plus vowel. Fijian ke- does not occur

with pronouns for any person other than these. Polynesian ki- occurs with these

and also with the third person non-singular.

There are a number of languages in Melanesia which show long forms of the

plural pronouns which are regularly derived from the PAN pronouns, and short

forms which are the same with the first syllable missing. This resembles the

pattern of the long and short forms in Fijian and Polynesian. However, the latter

show two distinctive points of agreement. First, the vowel in the removable first

syllable is invariable. Second, there appear to be two roots for the second person
—ko(u) and mo, mou, or mu—and only the latter can take the prefix.

Although the details inevitably involve considerable speculation, it will make
the discussion more concrete to propose an explanatory hypothesis. We may
hypothesize that the language ancestral to Fijian, Rotuman, and Polynesian

had two series of non-singular pronominal roots. This is not shocking as many
languages of Melanesia show a variety of pronouns. In the first series the first

person inclusive, the first person exclusive, and the second person had approxi-

mately the following shapes: *kinta, *kami, and *kau. The shape, kau, presum-

ably from *kamu, is reflected in some Melanesian languages, and in Rotuman.

The second series could occur in shortened form—i.e., minus the first syllable

—

and in complete form. The forms were, respectively, something like, *(ki)nta,

*(ka)mi, and *{ka)mu. Rotuman has retained the first series and the shortened

form of the second series. Polynesian and Fijian have retained the second series

and *kau, which has become PN ko(u) and Fi ko. The separable first syllables,

ki and ka, ceased to be treated as part of the roots, but rather came to be treated

as allomorphs of a single prefix. This allomorphic distinction received no support

from the phonological environment and was lost.

Obviously, the foregoing hypothesis is largely speculative. However, it does

demonstrate one manner in which three facts may be accounted for. The first of

these is the invariability of the detachable first syllable in Fijian and Polynesian.

The second is the presence of the two roots for the second person non-singular in

Fijian, Rotuman, and Polynesian. The third is the fact that the prefixes Fi ke-

and PN ki- may be attached to only one of these roots and not the other.

Summary. It has been shown that the Fijian and Polynesian pronouns show

two features which are very likely the result of common development. These

are the suffix -tou and the prefixes ki- and ke-.

Rotuman Pronouns

The Rotuman pronouns appear in four forms. There is a general, or inde-

pendent, form. There is a form which is suffixed to "certain intransitive verbs"

to construct what Churchward calls the "ingressive tense ".^ From the examples

given this appears to resemble the "reflexive" of such languages as French. A
noun or independent pronoun occurs with the verb to which the pronominal

* C. Maxwell Churchward, Rotuman. . ., 24.
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form is suffixed, and the function of the suffix is not clear. However, it need not

concern us here. The third and fourth forms are called, respectively, "possessive

pronouns" and "pronominal adjectives". Both of these express possession, the

latter more emphatically. The possessive pronouns precede the noun designating

the thing possessed; the pronominal adjectives foUow it. The pronominal adjec-

tives can also be used as verbs in the sense "to appropriate to myself, yourself,

etc."

The Rotuman Pronouns
Person and Number Independent Verb Suff. Poss. Pron. Pron. Adj.

1 sg. excl. 7)0Ua -toua ^otou ^ontou

1 sg. incl. ^ita -ta ^Ot "^ on? Ota

2sg. ^dea -ua ^OU ^ov?ou

3sg. ia -na ?on "^on^ona

1 du. incl. ^itara -tara fotar "Honiara

1 pi. incl. ^isa -sa ^os ^on^osa

1 du. excl. "^amira -tomira ^otomiar ^ontomira

1 pi. excl. ^qmisa -tomisa ^otomis "^ontomisa

2du. ^aura -mura '^omuar fon^omura

2 pi. ^ausa -musa ^omus foin?omusa

3du. iria -ria ^oria "^on^oria

3 pi. irisa -risa ^oris ^on?orisa

It will be seen that the roots appear in two forms—the jfirst in the independent

series and the second in the other three series. The following other elements may
be identified

:

-ra dual suffix (but apparently -a in the third person).

-sa plural suffix.

^0- classifier of possessive pronouns.

^on- or '^on^o- classifier of pronominal adjectives.

to- prefix attached to the suffixed form of all first person exclusive pronouns.

The roots appear to be as follows

:

Person and number Independent form Suffixed form

1 Sg. excl. you (a) -tou{a)

2sg. ^dea -u(a)

3sg. ia -na

1 sg., du., pi., incl. ^ita -ta*

1 non-sg., excl. ^qmi -tomi

2 non-sg. ^au -mu

3 non-sg. iri -ri

It will be seen that the suffixes occurring in the "possessive pronoun" series

have, in some instances lost their final segment or undergone metathesis of the

final two segments. It need be noted only that this is a regular phenomenon

—

these suffixes being in what Churchward calls the "incomplete phase." These

"phases" of Rotuman will be discussed later.

The suffixed form of the root is, in a number of cases, simply the independent

* In the first person, inclusive, plural, -ta is replaced by the plural suffix, -sa.
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root minus an initial element. However, in the first person exclusive, singular,

dual, and plural, an unexplained prefix, to-, appears in the suffixed form. Further-

more, there are distinct roots for the independent and suffixed forms of the second

person non-singular. This parallels the similar pairs of roots in Fijian and PN.
Finally, there are also distinct roots for the second and third person singular.

This parallels the general Eastern AN practice of having separate roots for the

possessive suffixes of the singular pronouns, -na is the usual third person singular

possessive suffix. However, the second person suffix is -u as it is in PN. The value

of this agreement between PN and Rotuman in the second person singular

suffix as evidence for a recent unity of these languages is somewhat reduced by
the fact that the same suffix also appears in some languages of Ysabel Island in

the Solomons. The -u suffix probably represents a reduction of the more usual

form, -mu. The crucial question is. How many times has this development oc-

curred independently? There is nothing to provide an answer, although the

isolated occurrence in an area so remote as Ysabel would seem to make that

development appear probably to be separate.

We now come to the so-called "first person singular inclusive", which, as was

indicated above, is found in Samoan, Tongan, and Futunan as well as in Rotu-

man. The name is not a happy choice, and was probably chosen because of the

obvious historical connection between the form involved and the AN first person

inclusive plural root.

Rot ^it is translated "one, oneself". It is sometimes used where English would

use "I, me, my". However, in such cases it carries the implication, "and so would

you (or anyone else) if placed in the same position". It may also be used to mean
"each". Rot ^of may be translated "one's".

^

The meaning of Tongan kita, te is virtually identical. The Tongan forms may
also be used for "I, me" in the "language of politeness or humility".^

Of its use in Samoan Spencer Churchward writes, "In Rotuman it means 'you

or I or anyone' but in Samoan it does not generally differ in meaning from

a^u^'J In Futunan the form kita is simply listed as a first person singular pronoun.

All of the PN languages where this form is known to be present are geographi-

cally near to Rotuma. The presence of Rot ^ rather than Rot k would indicate

that the only possible source of borrowing is Samoan. However, the meaning of

the Samoan form seems to be rather different from that of the Rotuman and

Tongan forms. This makes it somewhat difficult to formulate a satisfactory

explanatory hypothesis based on borrowing.

However, there are indications that this use of *kita has a long history. In

Malay it is sometimes used in the singular in the sense of the "Royal 'we' ". And
in Trukese the first person plural inclusive pronoun, kiic ( < *kita) also appears

to be used impersonally in the meaning "one". Still, Rotuman and the PN lan-

^ C. Maxwell Churchward, Rotuman. . ., 145.

® C. Maxwell Churchward, Tongan Grammar (London: Oxford University Press, 1953),

p. 127.

^Spencer Churchward, A Samoan Grammar (Melbourne: Spectator Publishing Co.,

1951), p. 43.
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guages agree in having developed a formal distinction between the first person

inclusive, singular, and other pronouns containing the same root.

In Rotuman the possessive pronominal sufSx is never attached directly to

the noun designating the thing possessed. With the exception of the cases where

they are attached to verb stems to perform a quite different function, the pro-

nominal suffixes may be attached only to certain roots which I have labeled

"classifiers". In addition to the classifiers which were identified above (i.e., ^o

and ^ori, or ^on ^o) there are also classifiers which distinguish what Churchward

calls the "alimental forms" of the possessive words.^ These are identical with the

above classifiers except that the vowel e is substituted for the vowel o. These are

described as used principally for things which are to be eaten or drunk by the

person designated as possessor. Thus, the alimental classifier, ^e, shows perfect

correspondence in shape and substantial agreement in meaning with the Fijian

classifier, he.

The PN languages, like Rotuman, never attach possessive suffixes directly to

the noun denoting the thing possessed. These suffixes are only attached to one

of two classifiers, a and o. Certain particles may be prefixed to these classifiers,

forming elements such as ta, to, na, no, etc., but the morpheme to which the

suffix is directly attached is always a or o. Things towards which one is active

—

has made, controls, uses—take the a form. This includes food, drink and the

like. Things towards which one is passive, or which are active or influential

towards one, take the o form. This includes parts of things (e.g., body parts) and

consanguineal kin, except one's children.

It may be seen that the o forms generally include the categories in which the

pronominal suffix would be directly attached to the name of the thing possessed

in Fijian (and many other Eastern AN languages). It is also apparent that the a

forms are used for at least some of the categories which would require the classi-

fiers, Fi ke and Rot ^e.

It is implied in the descriptions that the e forms in Rotuman are relatively

infrequent, and required only in rather special circumstances. However, there

are examples which indicate that their use may be more extensive. For instance,

^atua normally means "corpse, ghost". Thus, ia ^oto ^atue 'He is my ghost'. But

the e form may also be used with this noun with a change in meaning. Thus, ia

^ete ^atue 'He is my vanquished opponent'. The e forms can also indicate one's

turn at an activity. In fact, the word ava, which normally means "time", comes

to mean "turn" when accompanied by the e form of a possessive. Further, we
have ^on mararja, 'his preaching, sermon', but ^en maraya 'his turn at preaching,

his preaching appointment'.^

It is not clear how far these non-alimental uses of the e forms in Rotuman
would correspond to uses of the a forms in PN. However, this much may be

said: Both PN and Rotuman differ from most Eastern AN languages in never

attaching the pronominal suffixes to the noun. Both have a number of classifiers

to which the suffixes may be attached. In both cases these classifiers divide the

^ C. Maxwell Churchward, Rotuman. . ., 148-150.

9 Ibid.
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relations involved into two categories, and in both cases the feature which defines

the class is the vowel which appears in the classifier. Furthermore, what is de-

scribed as the principal function of the e class in Rotuman is assigned to the a

class in PN, and presumably most or all of the functions of the o class in PN are

included in the functions of the o class in Rotuman. This appears to be a problem

that merits more intensive study, and which might throw some light on the origin

of the PN classifiers.

Summary. It has been shown that Rotuman shares one probable pronominal

innovation with the Polynesian languages in the second person singular posses-

sive suffix, -u. There is very possibly another in the specialization of the form

kita as a first person singular pronoun.

The agreement between the Rotuman and Polynesian possessive classifiers is

suggestive. Until the history of the classifiers in other Eastern Austronesian

languages is better understood, it seems premature to attempt a specific explana-

tion. However, two facts are sufficient to indicate that a common innovation

has probably occurred. In the instances where, in most Eastern Austronesian

languages, the pronominal suffix would be attached directly to the noun, in

Rotuman and Polynesian it is attached to a possessive classifier. Secondly, in

both Rotuman and Polynesian it is the classifier containing the vowel, o, which

is employed in those instances.

Prenominal Particles

The prenominal particles may be divided into two groups: those which are

commonly called "articles" and those which indicate some relation in which the

noun is involved. The latter are usually called "prepositions." It will be most

convenient to treat the articles and prepositions separately.

FIJIAN ARTICLES

The general article in Fijian is na. It is sometimes replaced by a, "especially

at the beginning of a sentence."^" It may be thought of as the general noun

marker. There is also a particle, e, which is used before numerals, although not

in counting. There is a third article, ko, which is used before "proper nouns" (i.e.,

names of persons or places), pronouns, and the word, dei 'who'. It is sometimes

reduced to o "at the beginning of a sentence", and appears as koi before certain

of the pronouns.^^ It is not clear just how these variants of na and ko arose nor

exactly when they occur. However, insofar as can be judged from the available

descriptions, they must be regarded as sub-morphemic variants, or in the case of

koi, as at least containing such a variant.

ROTUMAN ARTICLES

The most common particle of this type in Rotuman is ta, which is described

as an indefinite article, usually singular but occasionally plural. There is, however,

1° C. Maxwell Churchward, A New Fijian Grammar (Sydney: Australasian Medical

Publishing Co., 1941), p. 11.

" Ibid., 12.
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also a plural indefinite article, ne, which is now used very little. A particle, le, is

used before personal names, although it is not used in direct address or with

names of chiefs. A fourth particle, ko is used in directly addressing a person or

persons. It is followed by his name or another noun used to designate him (or

them).

Two further particles are of interest here. These are the "diminutive signs",

he and moi. Their interest lies in the fact that they have plural forms, respec-

tively, hen and mon. However, if the plurality of a noun is expressed by a numeral,

this numeral may be preceded by the singular, not the plural, diminutive sign.

It seems very probable that these plural forms were originally constructed from

the singular plus the plural article ne. ne does not occur before numerals, ne

precedes the noun, and I find in the available examples that, while he and moi

frequently occur after the noun, hen and mon never do. Furthermore, he and m,oi

sometimes occur directly before the article ta; hen and mon apparently do not.

The significance of this hypothesis is that it implies that the plural article, ne,

which is little used now, has been in the language for some time.

POLYNESIAN ARTICLES

The most common article in PN languages is the definite, singular, article

which would appear to be reconstructable as PPN te. However, Spencer Church-

ward writes, "The definite article is in most PN languages (Maori, etc.) te,

originally ta"P He offers no explanation. However, this article appears in

Hawaiian in two shapes, ke and ka (PPN t > Haw k) . Generally, it appears that

ke occurs before an initial k in the following word and sometimes before a and o;

ka occurs elsewhere. The very limited distribution of ke makes it appear very

improbable that ka is derived from it.

Of the languages of the PN Outliers, Fila, Aniwa, and Futuna, in the New
Hebrides, Capell wrote "In FA [i.e., Futuna-Aniwa] the article is normally ta,

changing to te and ti under certain phonetic conditions. This seems to have been

the case in Fila also, . .
."^^ Such widely separated appearances of ta as the basic

variant of this article are difficult to account for without assuming a considerable

antiquity for it. The Rotuman article, ta, appears to be a cognate form. Further-

more, it seems extremely unlikely that it could have been borrowed as no similar

articles occur in Tongan, Samoan, or Futunan.

However, there is some possibility that ta has been retained by Rotuman and

Polynesian from an earlier period or that they have derived it independently

from the word for "one" (Rot ta., PPN tasi). Similar forms are given as articles

in a few other Eastern Austronesian languages, and they usually appear to repre-

sent a form of the numeral, "one." It seems probable that, although they may
be cognate with the Rotuman and Polynesian articles, their specialization as

articles is more recent. In any case it appears that this specialization has oc-

curred independently more than once. However, there remains some possibility

that the specialization in Rotuman and Polynesian has occurred independently.

^2 A Samoan Grammar, 15.

'^ A. Capell, "Notes on the Fila Language, New Hebrides," Journal of the Polynesian

Society, LI (1942), 155.
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In Samoan and Futunan and apparently in the PN language, Mae, of the New-

Hebrides, the definite singular article is le. This, of course, resembles the particle

used before personal names in Rotuman. Futuna and Samoa are near enough

that it might well have been borrowed by Rotuman, but the difference in use

reduces the probability of this. However, this difference in use also increases the

probabihty that it is a chance resemblance. No decision seems possible with the

present information.

There is an indefinite singular article in many of the PN languages which can

be reconstructed as PPN se. However, this appears to be unrelated to the articles

in Fijian and Rotuman.

A number of PN languages have definite plural articles. The most extensively

distributed of these forms is reconstructable as PPN na. In a few languages an

indefinite plural is also found, usually in the shape, ni. It is probable that the

first of these is cognate with the article na in Fijian, and that the first or the

second (which appears in both the shapes ni and ne in the PN language of the

Elhce Islands) is cognate with the Rotuman plural article, ne. Articles in the

shape, na, are common in the languages of eastern Melanesia, so the appearance

of an article of that shape in Fijian and PN has no significance for the present

problem. However, if the Rotuman form is cognate, it does have significance,

because the specialization of this form in the role of a plural article is apparently

an innovation.

The Fijian pre-numeral particle, e, has cognates in a number of PN languages

(e.g.. To ?e), but also in many Melanesian languages.

The particle ko, which has been mentioned for Fijian apparently has cognates

in all PN languages. Its functions differ somewhat from one language to another,

and it may be said that it generally has more extensive uses in PN languages

than in Fijian. Usually the authors of grammars on PN languages have had some

difficulty in describing its exact functions. However, it always precedes the

noun, although one of the articles may sometimes intervene between the two, so

it remains a pre-nominal particle. However, in several PN grammars there are

references to its being used before names of persons and places, and before pro-

nouns. In every language I have checked it is used before the word for "who".

There can be no doubt as to its being cognate with the Fijian article. It might be

suggested that Fijian had borrowed this particle from some PN language. How-
ever, this seems improbable because of its extensive use in Fijian, and because the

most probable source of such a borrowing—Tongan—appears to employ it in

functions less like those it has in Fijian than do more remote PN languages.

Furthermore, if the traditional mterpretation of the Fijian third person singular

pronoun, koya, as being composed of this particle plus PAN i(y)a(hO) is correct,

and this seems to be the most plausible explanation for it, this is clear evidence

that ko has some antiquity in the language. For in modern Fijian the form is un-

analyzable and is regularly preceded by the particle ko as is any other pronoun

(thus, ko koya).

The vocative particle, ko, of Rotuman is probably historically the same form.

However, its restricted use in Rotuman, and its prominence in the grammar of

the PN languages suggest that it may have been borrowed.
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The "personal articles" in Melanesia appear most frequently in the shapes

i or a. However, for three languages of northern Guadalcanal—Sugu, Vaturanga,

and Visale—a masculine personal article, a, and a feminine personal article, ko,

are given. The author says of Sugu ko, "11 est sans dout a rapprocher de koni,

appellation familiere analogue a maman."^^ That may or may not be the case.

There is, however, some doubt that the function of this particle, at least in

Vaturanga, has been properly interpreted, for in Vaturanga it may be preceded

by the masculine personal article. This suggests that it may, in fact, be a noun.

There is no way to determine with certainty whether or not Sugu, Vaturanga,

Visale ko is cognate with Fi, PN ko. With such short forms chance similarities

are very possible. However, in either case the function of these forms in Fijian

and Polynesian is sufficiently dissimilar from that on Guadalcanal to justify

their being proposed as a Fijian-Polynesian innovation.

SUMMARY

Fijian, Polynesian ko appears to represent a shared innovation. Even if cognate

particles exist in other languages, which is not at all certain, the functions of the

Fijian and Polynesian particles are similar enough to indicate a common develop-

ment. Their functions are also sufficiently extensive and sufficiently dissimilar

to argue against borrowing. Moreover, the occurrence of Fi ko as a fossilized

element in the pronoun koya indicates its antiquity in Fijian. Rot ko might also

represent the same development, but it is more likely a borrowing.

The Rotuman plural article, ne, must surely be cognate with the Polynesian

plural articles, ni, ne. It seems likely that these articles are derived from the more

general Eastern Austronesian article, na, which also has been specialized as a

plural article in Polynesian. In any case, Rotuman ne appears to represent an

innovation shared with Polynesian.

The case of Rotuman and Polynesian ta is less certain. The probabihty that

it is a borrowing seems slight. However, there is some possibility that it is a

shared retention in its present function. There is also a possibility that it is an

independent development. Nevertheless, the probability that it is a shared

innovation remains high.

The Rotuman and Polynesian article, le, is possibly also a shared innovation.

However, the difference in function is considerable enough that the possibility

that the similarity is accidental must be taken seriously. Moreover, le occurs in

Polynesian languages from which Rotuman has probably borrowed. Even though

PN I seems usually to appear as Rot r in loanwords, the possibility of borrowing

cannot be excluded.

FIJIAN PREPOSITIONS

Particles are used in the expression of the genitive relation in Fijian. The word

order is nominative-particle-genitive. When the genitive is an ordinary noun

—

not the name of a person or place—the particle used is ni. When the genitive is

" P. Bouillon, "fitude sur le dialecte de Sugu (Guadalcanal, Solomon Is.)," Anthropos,

X-XI (1915-16), 763.
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the name of a person, four types of such relations are distinguished, which closely

parallel the four types distinguished in the expression of possession by means of

the possessive pronominal sujffixes discussed above. If the relation is of the type

such that the pronominal suffix would be attached directly to the noun designat-

ing the thing possessed, the genitive particle used is i. If it is such that the suffix

would be attached to one of the possessive classifiers, no- (or ne-), he-, or me-, the

particle used is nei, kei, or mei, respectively. Before the names of places ni is

usually used, but sometimes the relation is such as to require the use of i or kei.

Further particles which occur in Fijian are: ki 'to', mat, from', kei '(together)

with', and e 'at (in time or place), with (by means of), (made) out of, (as com-

pared with) than, with reference to, concerning, from'.

ROTUMAN PREPOSITIONS

In Rotuman as in Fijian the classifiers to which the possessive pronominal

suffixes are attached are also used as genitive particles before nouns. Thus, in

Rotuman we find the genitive particles ^o, ^6, "^on, ^en. However, ^o and ^e are

only used before the particle le, while ^oti and ^en may not occur in this environ-

ment. There is also a particle, ne, which corresponds generally to Fi ni. "^on

(and ^en) are used before names of persons or other nouns denoting persons or

animals, as a general rule, and ne is used elsewhere, ne is also used, "In cases

where the two nouns are so united in thought that a defining or qualifying word
placed after the second noun defines or qualifies, not the second noun, but the

expression as a whole. "^^ The descriptions seem to suggest that Rotuman ne

and Fijian ni tend to be used for genitive relations other than that of possession

as such, and that the other particles are more specifically possessive particles.

Other Rotuman prepositions are ^e 'at, on, in', se 'to', and ma '(together) with'.

Although "at" is given as the principal meaning of ^e, it has a very extensive

variety of uses. Among the additional EngUsh translations given are: "with, in

the keeping of", "of, among, from among", "in comparison with, than", "at the

time of, when", "with, by means of", "(made) out of", "of, on about, concern-

ing."

POLYNESIAN PREPOSITIONS

The PN languages, like Fijian and Rotuman, use the same elements which

are used as possessive classifiers before the pronominal suffixes as genitive preposi-

tions before nouns. These classifiers have been discussed in the section deaUng

with the pronouns. The PN languages appear to have no genitive particles corre-

sponding to Fi ni and Rot ne. The latter two are probably cognate with each

other and with similar particles in a number of Eastern AN languages.

Maori has a particle, kei, whose basic meaning is given as "at, on, in". For this

particle a number of further English translations are given. Among them are

"with, in possession of", "like, as", "in (of time)".

There is a general agreement in meaning, then, between Rot ^e and Maori kei.

The sound correspondences are regular except for the final i of the Maori particle.

1^ C. Maxwell Churchward, Rotuman. . ., 141.
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Of the other prepositions, Fi ki 'to' has apparent cognates with the same ap-

proximate meaning in a number of PN languages (e.g., To, Maori ki) and in at

least one Melanesian language as well. I have found nothing corresponding to

Rot se 'to'. Fi mai 'from' has cognates in a number of PN languages, e.g.. To
mei, Ellice Is. mai 'from'. However, cognates are common throughout the

Eastern AN languages in the meaning "hither". Still, the Fijian and Polynesian

forms may reflect a semantic innovation. Rot ma 'with' has cognates in many
PN and other Eastern AN languages.

SUMMARY

The prepositions provide very httle additional evidence. Rot ^e and Maori kei

may be cognate and may represent a shared innovation. It is improbable, but

possible, that Fi, Ellice Islands mai, To mei 'from' represent a semantic shift

carried out in common.

Preverbal Particles

The particles which come under this heading function as verb markers or

tense-aspect indicators. The PN languages generally seem to have developed

more complex systems of tense-aspect particles than have Fijian and particu-

larly Rotuman. The comparison of these systems yields no further evidence as

to the nature of the relationships among the languages under consideration.

Fijian has two verb markers, e and sa\ The latter is said to have the additional

function of making the statement more positive. They can be used together with

the tense indicators, a (or occasionally ka) 'past' and na 'future'.

Rotuman has a particle, ne, which is rarely used but apparently has the role

of a verb marker. The only other particle of the type being discussed here is la

(or tdla) 'future'.

There are probable cognates for all of these particles except Rot (td)la in PN
languages. However, there are equally likely looking probable cognates in one or

another language in Melanesia for all except (td)la.

Rotuman Phases

One striking feature of Rotuman grammar is the existence of two contrasting

forms of words which are called by Churchward the "complete phase" and the

"incomplete phase". The latter reflects the inherited shape of the word. This

distinction of phase applies particularly to words with final -VCV. A general

rule, which covers all but a few cases, may be formulated. If the final vowel is

lower than the penultimate vowel, the final CV is metathesized to VC to form

the incomplete phase Thus hosa > hoas. If the final vowel is not a lower vowel

than the penultimate vowel, the final vowel is lost. In certain sequences the final

vowel is lost but the erstwhile penultimate vowel is modified. These are: qCi >
dC, oCi > oC, oCe > dC, and uCi > iiC. Thus, mose > mds.

The distinction of meaning expressed by the phases is described as "definite"

(complete phase) and "indefinite" (incomplete phase). This is not entirely clear,

but in the cases of nouns and pronouns it appears to be somewhat similar to the
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distinction indicated by definite and indefinite articles in Indo-European lan-

guages. However, verbs show the same phases in Rotuman. In the case of phrases,

the definiteness or indefiniteness of the entire phrase is usually expressed by its

final word. The phase of the other words of the phrase seems to be determined

by rules independent of the indication of definiteness or indefiniteness.

When Churchward studied Tongan, he found a phenomenon which impressed

him as very analogous to the phase distinction of Rotuman. Definiteness could

be indicated in nouns or noun phrases by what he labeled the "definitive accent".

This involves a shift of stress from its normal penultimate position to the final

vowel. In the case of a phrase this occurs in the final word of the phrase. He gives

the following examples:

Rot mor mamosa, To ko e moli momoho 'the ripe oranges'

Rot mori mamoas, To '^oku momoho ^a e moli 'The oranges are ripe'.^^

The words used are Rot mori, To moli 'orange'; Rot mamosa, To momoho
'ripe'; To e 'definite article'; To ko, ^a prenominal particles whose function is diffi-

cult to define; To ^o/cw particle marking present tense. In spite of the differences

in word order and the use of different particles in Tongan, the parallel is appar-

ent. In the first example the words for "ripe" in both languages are marked

"definite" and the words for "orange" are indefinite. In the second the situation

is reversed.

Unfortunately, most grammatical descriptions from this part of the world

give virtually no attention to suprasegmental phenomena. If other languages

have a pattern such as the Tongan one, it could well have been missed. However,

the Tongan pattern provides a hypothesis to account for the development of the

phases of Rotuman.

The present form of the incomplete phase of Rotuman is most easily explained

by the hypothesis that the first step was a metathesis of the final CV sequence.

Then, according to the particular vowel sequence thus produced, some of the

displaced vowels disappeared while others remained.

Such a metathesis could have occurred as a regular conditioned sound change

if a definite-indefinite distinction already existed and had a regular phonological

expression. The Tongan definitive accent provides a very apt model. If Rotuman
once had the same pattern, expressing definiteness by a shift of stress to the final

vowel, it is easy to imagine a regular metathesis of final CV sequences in all words

except those in which the final vowel bore the stress. This hypothesis provides

at once an explanation for the present phases in Rotuman and for the striking

analogy between the definite-indefinite distinctions of the two languages.

Summary of Grammatical Evidence

A number of grammatical features have been shown which indicate that

Fijian and Rotuman have a special relationship to the Polynesian languages.

The particle, ko, the pronominal suffix, -tou, and the pronominal prefixes, Fi

ke- and PN ki-, probably all represent innovations shared by Fijian and Poly-

nesian. The pronominal suffix, -u, the employment of the possessive classifiers,

i« C. Maxwell Churchward, Tongan. . ., 269.
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and the plural articles, Rot ne and Polynesian ne, ni, probably represent innova-

tions shared by Rotuman and Polynesian.

Other possible innovations are the article, ta, and the specialization of kita as

a singular pronoun in Rotuman and Polynesian. The Rotuman article, ko, is

also possibly an inherited cognate with Fi, PN ko. The definite-indefinite dis-

tinction in Rotuman and Tongan is very difficult to evaluate. It can only be

mentioned as possibly reflecting a common historical development.



CHAPTER V

VOCABULARY
The evidence to be presented here consists of lexical items found in at least

two branches of the proposed subgroup which seem Ukely to be innovations. In

each case a search has been made for forms of similar shape and meaning in

languages outside the proposed grouping. Where similar forms have been found

in another language, the evidence for and against the latter forms' being cognate

will be examined. Likewise, where appropriate, the indications concerning the

possibihty of borrowing will be discussed.

Comparative Austronesian linguistics is still in a very early stage of develop-

ment. The decision as to what historical interpretation should be given to shared

lexical items is often a difficult one. Relevant evidence has to be sought wherever

it can be found. The reader will probably arrive at a clearer picture of the reason-

ing followed from examples of shared lexical similarities which were not included

as evidence. The following will illustrate.

Fi mode, Rot mose, To, Niue mohe, Sm, Maori, Haw (and almost all other PN
languages) moe 'sleep'. These forms are given by DempwoLff and Dyen as cog-

nate with PAN peZem. None of the cognates cited for other languages mean
"sleep", but the meaning "to close the eyes" occurs. As compared with the pre-

sumed cognates in Indonesian languages the forms cited above show two differ-

ences: the meaning and the final e, where o would be expected. However, the

latter agrees with a cognate in Sa'a—Sa mode 'be inattentive.' From this it seems

clear that only a semantic innovation could be involved.

However, there was another reason for omitting those forms as evidence.

There are in a number of Melanesian languages superficially similar forms mean-

ing "sleep." I suspect that none of them are actually cognate. However, in many
cases the argument against their being cognate would have to be based on the

irregularity of the vowel correspondences, and the vowel correspondences are

quite complicated in some Eastern languages. These forms were omitted because

the discussion would have to be very long and not very conclusive.

Fi wa-wa-, Aniwa-Futuna vava, Nukumanu vava, Taku teva-va- 'guts'. These

were omitted because I believe they only represent an extension of a more widely

distributed form meaning "rope" or "vine", and because the same innovation

probably appears in one other language. Fijian has also wa- 'vine, string'.

The Sekar language in western Netherlands New Guinea has waras 'rope',

warwaras 'intestines'. These forms, as well as the Fijian and Polynesian forms,

could be derived from a form having the shape *waRaS (S is used here to desig-

nate any consonant in the last proto-language ancestral to Fijian, Polynesian,

and Sekar which is reflected by Sekar s).

Rot kauta 'hibiscus', Sm "^aute 'Hibiscus rosasinensis'. I suspect that these

forms are compounds, with Ptot kau, Sm "^au 'stalk, stem' as the first element. I

cannot identify the elements Rot ta, Sm te, however. There might appear to be

some ground for suspecting that this was a chance resemblance. However, I am

57
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more inclined to suspect that it is what Einar Haugen has called a "blended

compound."^ The precise historical interpretation is not important. What mat-

ters is that it is hard to conceive of these forms as a shared innovation.

There is one further problem which should be mentioned in relation to similar

forms in Rotuman and Polynesian languages. In the chapter on Methodology it

was shown that it is frequently impossible to distinguish Rotuman borrowings

from Polynesian languages from forms which were commonly inherited. The
correspondences of Rot/ and To, Fu, Sm, Uv/, of Rot ^ and To, Fu, Uv ^, and

of no consonant in Rotuman where some PN languages have no consonant but

Tongan has A, and of Rot r and To, Sm, Fu, Uv I where Fijian has I may be

taken as indicating borrowing. The correspondences of Rot h and To, Sm, Fu,

Uv / and of Rot / and To, Fu, Sm, Uv t may be assumed to establish shared

inheritance. However, in a large proportion of the forms shared by Rotuman
and Polynesian languages none of these correspondences occurs. At the end of

this chapter several such items are presented—they appear to be either shared

innovations or Rotuman borrowings from a Polynesian language. The sound

correspondences provide no basis for a decision.

Fi, To, Uvean kete, Rot ^e/e 'belly'

The first question to be examined is whether or not these forms actually pre-

sent an innovation. If forms having the corresponding shape and the same mean-

ing occur in related languages outside of the proposed grouping, it may be

concluded that no innovation is present. The procedure followed here consists

of inspecting all the forms of the same meaning which have been collected for

other languages and identifying those which appear to offer any reasonable

possibility of being cognate with the forms being proposed as innovations. These

possible cognates are then examined more closely, and an attempt is made to

evaluate them.

The only form with the meaning "belly" which appea,rs to be possibly cognate

with those cited above is the form kaden in the language of the Tami (or Taemi)

Islands in the Huon Gulf off New Guinea. The final n may be the possessive suffix.

The sound correspondences for Tami have not been worked out and very Httle

data is available for the language. Tami t appears to be the regular reflex of

PAN t, but Tami d also appears in this role. The latter may reflect the PAN
nasal' cluster, but it more likely belongs to the same phoneme as Tami t.

The principal discrepancy is in the vowels. Fi e and PN e have been identified

as regular reflexes of only two PAN elements, PAN -ay, -ey. Thus, so far as is

known Fi e and PN e may not occur in medial position as regular reflexes of any

PAN phoneme. Tami a appears most frequently as the reflex of PAN a, but it

cannot be stated as certain that it reflects no other PAN vowel. Still, it appears

highly improbable that there is a regular correspondence of Tami a with Fi,

PNe.
The two most prominent possibilities appear to be: (1) The Fi, Rot, PN forms

are not cognate with Tami kaden, or (2) They are cognate, but show an irregular

vowel change—probably an assimilation to the final vowel—which change

^ Einar Haugen, "The Analysis of Linguistic Borrowing," Language, XXVI (1950), 219.
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represents a common innovation. In either case the Fi, Rot, PN forms would

appear to show an innovation which does not appear elsewhere.

However, the fact that this meaning-form is found in only two PN languages,

both of which are relatively near geographically to Fiji and Rotuma, argues for

the possibility of borrowing. Now, it is possible to elaborate hypotheses of bor-

rowing which, if accepted, would invahdate this form as evidence for the proposed

grouping, but any such hypothesis appears to involve more burdensome assump-

tions than the hypothesis of a single innovation at the time of Fijian-Rotuman-

PN unity.

First, the proposed grouping consists of three members: Fijian, Rotuman,

and PN. If the presence of the form in question in any two of these is due to

common inheritance, then the form does constitute evidence in support of the

grouping. Thus a hypothesis adequate to invalidate the evidence of this form

must assume a number of separate events—the initial innovation in one of the

four languages, then its spread by borrowing into each of the others. In addition

it must assume that at least such of these events as affected Rotuman occurred

before the Rotuman sound shifts of *k > ^ and *t > f had taken place.

Fi diyi, Sikayana tini 'choose'

Possible cognates in the same meaning were found in only two languages. The
language of Aneityum, in the Southern New Hebrides, has ehtaiy. The Mahaga
language of Santa Ysabel, Solomon Islands, has tayihi. Both of these forms may
conceivably contain an element Hayi. Although the sound correspondences for

Mahaga and Aneityumese are not known, it appears unlikely that Mahaga -a-

or Aneityrunese -a- would correspond regularly with Fi, Sik, -^-. Fi and Sik medial

i can regularly reflect only one PAN phoneme, viz. PAN i. Thus, the regular

medial reflex of PAN i in another AN language would constitute the regular

correspondence of Fi, Sik i in the same environment.

Apparently, PAN -i- > Mahaga -i-. ^.g., Mahaga gita 'we' < PAN kinta,

Mahaga vitu '7' < PAN pitu.

The Aneityumese reflexes are much more difficult to ascertain. There has

probably been considerable vowel assimilation. However, it appears likely that

PAN i > Aneit. i,e. E.g., Aneit. inir) 'this' < PAN ini(h) (?), Aneit. eget 'see' <
PAN kiTa. It seems likely, however, that the y of ehtaiy is not part of the root.

We find also ehtai ira ra 'choose many', where ira probably means "of" or "by",

and ra probably means "them" or "all". Moreover, there is probably an element

iy having a locative meaning, as in inir) 'this', iygaki 'here'. Thus, it appears

very unlikely that this Aneityumese form is cognate with the Fijian and Sika-

yana forms.

The possibility of borrowing appears very slight in this case. Sikayana is rela-

tively remote from Fiji, being just east of the Solomon Islands. Furthermore the

Sikayana form has undergone the *y to n shift of that language.

Fi gele, Fut, Uv kele, Fila kere, Rennellese keyge, To, Nine, Sikayana

kelekele, Sm, Ongtong Java '^ele'^ele, Nuguria, Taku, Nukumanu kerekere

'earth'.

We find a number of possible cognates. A language labeled "Vitu" of the Vitu
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or French Islands northwest of New Britain has ygarygari. The language of the

island, Mussau, northwest of New Ireland, has kosa. However, the correspondence

of Fi I, To I, Fila r, etc. can reflect only one PAN consonant, viz. PAN I. It fol-

lows that in any related language a sound in regular correspondence with Fi I,

To I, etc. would also be a regular reflex of PAN I. The sound correspondences of

Vitu and Mussau are not known, but it appears that the regular reflexes of PAN
I are Vitu I and Mussau I. E.g., Vitu tolu, Mussau kotolu '3' < PAN telu, Vitu

lima, Mussau galim '5' < PAN lima, Vitu, Mussau taliya 'ear' < PAN taliya.

It therefore appears very improbable that the Vitu and Mussau forms are cog-

nate with the Fijian and PN forms.

The lai language of the island of Ouvea in the Loyalty Is., north of New Cale-

donia, has kono. lai n appears to be a regular reflex of PAN I. However, the

correspondence of Fi g, To k, etc. can reflect only PAN k, g, presumably with

prenasalization. lai k, on the other hand, appears as the regular reflex of PAN
t, while PAN k (and presumably also PAN g, which is rare and difficult to estab-

lish, but whose reflexes appear to have fallen together with those of *k in all of

the Eastern Austronesian languages) appears to have disappeared in lai. E.g.,

lai kun '3' < PAN telu, lai ak 'liver' < PAN qatey, lai un- 'skin' < PAN kulit,

lai outo 'louse' < PAN kutu. It thus appears most probable that lai kono is not

cognate with the Fijian and PN forms cited, and, in fact, it can very hkely be

assigned instead to PAN taneq, which occurs very widely in the meaning "earth".

The Poai language of New Caledonia shows guc, kaleguc. The element, kale-,

although its exact meaning is not clear, would appear to be possibly cognate

with the Fijian and PN forms. However, it appears that the regular Poai reflex

of PAN I is Poai n; there is no indication that it ever appears as Poai I. E.g.,

Poai nim '5' < PAN lima, Poai cln 'bark' < PAN kulit, Poai ''vine 'count' < PAN
loilis, Poai nen '(a) fly' < PAN lalej.

In the Kapore language of New Britain we find i kole, in the Uruava language

of Bougainville, karisi, and in the Bauro language of San Cristobal in the Solo-

mons, magiro. All of these appear to be, or to contain elements which are, pos-

sibly cognate with the Fijian and PN forms cited. In each of these cases the

relevant consonants appear to be those which should correspond regularly with

the consonants appearing in the Fijian and PN forms.

Insofar as the vowels are concerned, Fijian e and PN e in medial position are

not thought to be the regular reflex for any PAN phoneme. This would indicate

that, either the forms in which they appear are innovations, or that the forms

themselves are older but have undergone an irregular sound change, hence an

innovation in shape. However, an innovation identified on this evidence alone

could have occurred at any time after the break-up of Proto-Austronesian. There

still remains the possibility that the forms cited for Kapore, Uruava, and Bauro

are cognates showing regular sound correspondences with the forms cited for

Fijian and the PN languages.

Unfortunately, since Fi -e- and PN -e- do not regularly reflect any PAN pho-

neme, the usual test can not be applied. However, in the Fijian and PN forms

the medial and final vowels are identical. In the Kapore, Uruava, and Bauro ele-

ments being compared the medial and final vowels are not only not identical,
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but are so phonetically different as to make it highly improbable that each could

correspond regularly with Fi, PN e, even in different environments.

Although we have been dealing with languages for which the sound corre-

spondences are unknown, it has been shown that it is unlikely that any of our

list of possible cognates is actually a cognate exhibiting regular sound corre-

spondences with the Fijian and PN forms cited. It is, therefore, probable that

the latter forms do represent a shared innovation.

The probability that the occurrence of these forms in Fijian and in PN is due

to borrowing is very slight indeed. It is inconceivable that the PN languages

could all have borrowed the forms from Fijian since these forms occur in a

number of PN languages, some of which are quite remote geographically from

Fiji. It is likewise scarcely possible that Fijian has borrowed from a PN language,

for if it had, we would expect to find Fi k as the initial consonant rather than Fi

9 [yg]-

Rot kepoi ka, Rennellese kapoi 'if'

No forms having the meaning "if" and phonetically similar enough to be

regarded as possibly cognate with the above have been found in languages out-

side the proposed grouping. Unfortunately, we have translations for "if" in

slightly less than a hundred languages, and these not a well distributed sample.

Still the fact remains that we have discovered no evidence of the existence of

cognate forms outside the proposed grouping.

Since Rennell is a Polynesian Outlier in the Solomon Islands, and thus quite

remote geographically from Rotuma, there seems to be no serious possibility of

borrowing.

However, the similarity presented here is not perfect in either form or mean-

ing. The correspondences for Rennellese have not been worked out in detail,

but it is probable that no regular correspondence of Rot e and Rennellese a exists.

Secondly, the precise meaning of Rot kepoi is not clear. It has been noted only in

the phrases kepoi ma 'almost' and kepoi ka 'if'. The possibility that these forms

represent a chance resemblance is therefore somewhat greater than where the

sound and meaning correspondence is perfect.

Fi yawa, Easter Island ava 'far'

Fi y in initial position reflects no PAN phoneme; however, Fi ya- is the regular

reflex of PAN a in initial position or immediately following any initial PAN con-

sonant which disappears in Fijian. The Fijian and Easter Island forms thus

exhibit regular sound correspondences reflecting a historical form of the shape,

vcv.
Two forms in languages outside the proposed grouping appear at first glance

to merit consideration as possible cognates. Both of the languages involved are

in the New Hebrides. In the Nale language of Malekula we find yevanalis 'far' and

in the Nogugu language of Espiritu Santo, evantuge 'far'. However, we also find

Nale yevan, Nogugu evanu 'there' and Nogugu esatuge 'far'. These forms indicate

that no analytic cut can be made which would isolate elements of a shape com-

parable to the Fijian and Easter Island forms. They suggest further that the

similarity in meaning to the Fijian and Easter Island forms is ascribable to the
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final element, rather than to that element which is phonetically similar. In addi-

tion to these argmnents, it may also be added that the correspondence of Fi w,

EI V to Nale, Nogugu v does not appear to be regular.

The likelihood that the similarity between the Fijian and the Easter Island

forms is due to borrowing is very sUght. The sound correspondences are not what

would seem to be expectable if borrowing had occurred in either direction, and

the geographical distance separating Fiji and Easter Island is such as to make
contact very unlikely.

Fi wasa, wasawasa, Futunan vasa 'the sea, the ocean', Sm vasa 'the

ocean, especially of the space between two distant points of a journey,

along an iron-bound coast, or between two islands', To vaha 'pleine mer',

Rot vasa 'far out at sea'.

Dempwolff derives Fi wasa from PAN saway with metathesis. This etymology

appears far from certain, but the question of etymology is not crucial—it does

not affect the question of whether or not an innovation is present but only the

precise nature of that innovation.

No forms which merit attention as possible cognates were found in languages

outside the proposed grouping.

The fact that cognate forms in Polynesia seem to be confined to the Western

PN languages—those geographically closest to Fiji and Rotuma—suggests the

possibiUty that borrowing is involved. However, the evidence does not appear

to support an assumption that the presence of these forms in any one of the three

members (Fijian, Rotuman, or Polynesian) is due to borrowing.

That their presence in the Polynesian languages is due to borrowing appears

unlikely inasmuch as they occur in at least three PN languages. The appearance

of Fi w, rather than Fi v, would seem to argue against borrowing into Fijian.

The Rotman form appears to agree most closely in meaning to the Tongan,

which would on that basis seem to be the most likely source if the Rotuman
form is borrowed. However, the presence of Rot s, rather than Rot h, argues

against this explanation.

Moreover, if a hypothesis of borrowing is to invalidate these forms as evidence

in favor of the proposed grouping, it must maintain that their presence in not

one, but two, of the branches is due to borrowing.

Rot vili, Niue veli 'to fall'

The probability that this resemblance is due to chance is somewhat increased

by the fact that the correspondence of Rot i and Niue e does not appear to be

regular.

There are a number of forms in languages outside the proposed grouping which

must be considered as possible cognates. The following may be considered to-

gether :

(Malekula, New Hebrides) Big Nambas hi herus 'fair

(Micronesia) Marshallese blrnak 'fall'

(New Britain) Tuna bura 'fall'

(New Britain) Nakanai paru 'fair

(New Britain) Bakovi horu 'fair
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Each of these forms shows a sound which is written "r" where the Rotuman
and Nine forms have I. The correspondence of Rot I and Nine I can reflect regu-

larly only one PAN phoneme, PAN I. However, examination shows that PAN
I is not regularly reflected by the r of any of the five languages above. E.g., PAN
telu > Big Nambas i-til, Marshallese jilu, Tuna u-tul, Nakanai tolu, Bakovi

tolu 'three'.

The Keheraran language of the East Cape, Territory of Papua, shows holu

'fall'. But examination shows that the regular reflex of PAN I is Keheraran n.

Keheraran tonu-ga 'three' < PAN telu

Keheraran nima 'five' < PAN lima

Keheraran taniga 'ear' < PAN taliya

The Bihbih language of the Madang District of the Territory of New Guinea

shows hdl 'fair. The correspondence of Rot v and Niue v can reflect regularly

only one PAN phoneme, PAN w. The reflex of PAN w in BiUbili appears to be

Bilibili v.

Bilibili vdy 'boat' < PAN waykay

Bihbili vdr-aton 'root' < PAN waka(r) (PAN k disappears in Bilibili). BilibiU

h is probably the regular reflex of prenasalized PAN p, h.

Bihbili beo 'defecate' < PAN hekas

Bilibih hula 'twist' < PAN pules

In the Nifilole language of the Reef Islands (British Solomon Islands Pro-

tectorate) we find o"'boli 'fall'. This language presents great difficulties. Although

it is presumed to be Austronesian, very few cognates can be identified with any

reasonable certainty, and its sound correspondences remain obscure. In any

case, however, it appears extremely improbable that PAN w would be reflected

by Reef Is. ""h. Such prenasalized consonants in the languages of Melanesia seem

consistently to reflect PAN homorganic nasal clusters. But only certain of the

PAN consonants were subject to such nasal accretion (i.e., to participate in such

nasal clusters), and PAN w is not one of these.

The geographical distance separating Rotuma and Niue makes borrowing

very improbable as the explanation of the resemblance.

Cases of Ambiguous Rotuman-Polynesian Correspondences

The following forms appear to be most probably either shared innovations

or cases of Rotuman borrowing from a Polynesian language.

Rot miri, mimiri 'to rub, roll, grind', Sm mili 'rub', mimili 'rub together',

Futunan mili 'rub, handle'. To, Niue mili 'rub', Maori miri 'rub, wipe'.

As a possible cognate we find mwinumwin 'rub' in the language of Nauru, an

isolated island west of the Gilberts. The correspondence of Rot r, Maori r and

Sm, To, Futunan, Niue I can reflect PAN d, D, or r. However, none of these

PAN phonemes appears to be reflected by Nauru n, and indeed all appear to be

reflected by Nauru r. E.g., Nauru ma-rama-n 'moon' < PAN damaR, Nauru

a-ro 'two' < PAN Dewha, and Nauru e-reah 'wide' < PAN ra(m)hak.

Rot vao 'grove, forest', To, Sm, Niue vao, Maori wao 'forest', Tahitian vao

'end of a valley, deep bush, forest'.

In the language of the island of Minjai Foen west of Waigeo Island (Nether-
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lands New Guinea) we find karewalo 'forest'. If the final two syllables can be

analyzed out and if Minjai Foen I can reflect PAN R—which disappears in

Rotuman and PN—this form might be cognate. However, examination shows

that PAN R disappears in Minjai Foen. E.g., MF um 'house' < PAN Rumaq,
MF la 'blood' < PAN [dD]aRaq, MF po 'give' < PAN heRey.

Rot vcive 'swift, rapid', Sm vave 'quick', To, Futunan vave, vavevave 'agile,

quick, fast, prompt', Maori wawe 'soon, quickly', wawewawe 'quick', Haw. wawe
'quickly, suddenly, hastily'.

Two forms appearing in languages outside the proposed grouping seem to

merit consideration as possible cognates. In both cases this consideration is based

on the fact that the consonant I which appears in each might reflect PAN R,

which disappears in Rotuman and PN. In the language labeled "Ambrym" of

the island of the same name in the New Hebrides we find velvele 'fast'; in the

Mengen language of New Britain, volvo'le 'fast'.

The data from Ambrym are very sparse, and it is impossible to determine the

Ambrym reflex of PAN R. However, it appears that Mengen I can reflect PAN R.

The correspondence of Rot, To, Sm, Futunan v and Maori, Haw w reflects

PAN w, The data from Ambrym and Mengen do not offer much evidence on

PAN w, but there appears to be one example in each language. Ambrym we

'water' < PAN wa(hO)iR and Mengen lawa 'spider' < PAN lawa appear to indi-

cate that PAN w > Ambrym, Mengen w. Furthermore, it seems that Ambrym,
Mengen v regularly reflects PAN p, b.

Rot, Futunan, Rennellese sema, Nine, To, Haw hema 'left (hand)'

There are no forms which were found outside the proposed grouping which

merit consideration as possible cognates.

The odds against the Rotuman form being borrowed may be increased some-

what by the fact that the form does not appear to exist in Samoan. If Samoan
and Tongan were the only sources of PN loans in Rotuman, the fact that the

Tongan form diverges phonetically from the Rotuman would argue against bor-

rowing. However, Futuna is geographically close to Rotuma and could have

served as a source for borrowing.

Rot ao 'to seek, search for, Sm a-o 'to search, to look for', Futunan ao

'chercher, ramasser'.

No forms found outside the proposed grouping appear to require consideration

as possible cognates.

The apparently limited distribution of this form in Polynesia seems to suggest

that it may be recent. The two languages involved are both Western PN lan-

guages. These considerations would seem to suggest borrowing as the most

probable hypothesis. However, what is possibly a cognate occurs in Hawaiian,

an Eastern PN language. This is Haw ao 'to take notice of, to regard with atten-

tion, to mind, to heed'. If the Hawaiian form is cognate, that fact would indicate

that the form probably existed in Proto-Polynesian.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

The thesis which has been presented here is that Rotuman, Fijian, and the

Polynesian languages have passed through a period of common history apart

from aU the remaining languages of the Austronesian family. The evidence which

appears in the preceding pages may be summarized briefly.

It is, first of aU, clear from the work of Dempwolff that of the languages he

examined, Fijian, Sa'a, and the Polynesian languages show an impressive nmn-
ber of innovations in common. There can be no doubt that these languages be-

long to a special subgroup of Austronesian, which is referred to here as "Eastern

Austronesian." An examination of the development of the Proto-Austronesian

sound system in Rotuman shows that the latter is a member of the same subgroup.

Comparison of the sound systems of Sa'a, Fijian, Rotuman, and the Poly-

nesian languages shows that on two points the last three are in agreement as

opposed to Sa'a. The first point is the loss of PAN R, which may, in fact, have

been more than one phoneme. The second is the agreement in the occurrence of

nasal accretion. This indicates that the process producing initial nasal clusters

was operative in Fijian, Rotuman, and Polynesian after their separation from

Sa'a, but ceased to operate before their separation from one another. Thus, the

phonological evidence shows that Fijian, Rotuman, and the Polynesian languages

represent a unity as opposed to all other Austronesian languages for which suffi-

ciently extensive comparative studies exist to permit us to judge.

The examination of the grammatical evidence disclosed a number of features

shared by members of the proposed grouping, which features appear to represent

innovations which occurred during the period of exclusively shared development.

These included the particle fco, the suffix -tou, and the prefix ki-, ke- in Fijian

and Polynesian, and in Rotuman and Polynesian, the suffix -u, the plural article

ne, ni, and the use of the possessive classifiers.

A number of shared vocabulary items which appear to represent exclusively

shared innovations have also been shown.

The exclusion of all the other Austronesian languages from the group rests on

the absence in them of these innovations, insofar as information is available.

The sufl&ciency of the existing data varies greatly. For phonological innovations

only those languages on which comparative studies had been made could be

brought into the comparison. The situation is quite different in the case of

grammar and vocabulary. Granmiatical sketches exist for a large number of the

languages, and some vocabulary is available for most.

The data now available appear to constitute a sample sufficient to permit the

discovery of the more prominent groupings. Although we may expect that the

information at our disposal will steadily increase, there seems to be little likeli-

hood that the picture could be substantially altered.
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APPENDIX I

GLOTTOCHRONOLOGY
An entirely different method which has recently been applied to the problem

of linguistic subgrouping is that of glottochronology, also called "Lexicosta-

tistics". In subgrouping problems we are concerned with the order in which

related languages have separated from one another. Glottochronology is con-

cerned with the measurement of the absolute time of separation of pairs of re-

lated languages. If the absolute time of separation for each pair of languages in

a language family is known, the order of their separation will, of course, be ap-

parent. Hence, to the extent that it is accurate in measuring the periods of di-

vergence of pairs of languages, glottochronology will produce accurate sub-

groupings.

In view of the important implications of that method, and since it has been

proposed as a means of discovering subgroupings, it seems desirable to make some

application of glottochronology to the present problem. For these counts it ap-

peared desirable to have a Polynesian language, Fijian, Rotuman, and one

language from Melanesia. New Zealand Maori was chosen as the Polynesian

language because vocabularies are readily available and because it is an Eastern

Polynesian language, not likely to have been in contact with Fijian and Rotu-

man. From Melanesia, the language chosen was Mota of the Banks Islands (New
Hebrides Condominium). It was selected because, of the languages for which

suitable data are available, it is the one which I believe to be most closely re-

lated to Fijian, Rotuman, and Polynesian.

In addition to the counts made for each pair of the languages mentioned, a

count was also made for Maori and Tongan.

Under suitable circumstances it would be desirable to include a larger number

of languages in order to compensate for the error inherent in the method. How-
ever, to bring in languages for which the data are poor increases the danger that

a substantial error in the application of the method will result.

These two types of error pose something of a dilemma. Of the sources of error

in the method, that of differing rates of retention in different languages could,

itself, haye serious results in subgrouping problems. Glottochronological calcula-

tions are made on the assumption that the rate of retention of items on the list

is 80.5% per thousand years. This constant is based on counts made for 13

languages. Those 13 languages showed retention rates ranging from .TGO/mill.

to .854/mill.i

To illustrate the order of the error which those differences would produce, let

us assume that two languages, both having retention rates of .760/mill., sepa-

rated 3000 years ago. If we compare the two, we presumably find about 17 %
cognates for the test list. If we use .805 as the constant and compute their time

of divergence, we get a figure of approximately 4100 years.

A pair of languages which separated at the same time—3000 years ago—but

^ These figures are taken from Robert B. Lees, "The Basis of Glottochronology," Lan-

guage, XXIX (1953), 118-19.
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both of which have actual retention rates of .854/inill., would presumably show
about 39 % cognates. Their time of separation would be calculated as approxi-

mately 2200 years. It is obvious that an error of much smaller proportions could

be serious in an attempt to discover subgroups.

The error of application presumably varies greatly from one situation to

another. Although the magnitude of the error is very difficult to calculate, it

certainly represents a serious problem when glottochronology is applied to

hnguistic subgrouping. Sarah C. Gudschinsky writes, "Lexicostatistics operates

admittedly with a wide margin of error due to inaccuracy in choice of words, mis-

takes in determining cognates, etc. This is the price of using the method at aU,

and is legitimate if one does not abuse it by relying on it for a degree of accuracy

that is not basically possible."^

There are two principal difficulties in making glottochronological counts with

data of the sort used here: finding a single word in each language which cor-

responds most closely in meaning to the test list item, and identifying the cog-

nates. I followed a procedure which I hoped would reduce the error. For each

pair of languages I entered for each test list item one of the following five sym-

bols: + , — , +(?), — (?), (+, — ). The first two indicated reasonably certain

cognates or non-cognates. The third and fourth indicated probable cognates and

non-cognates. The fifth category was used when one language (or occasionally

both) had two or more words corresponding to a test list item, and the selection

of certain words would produce a cognate pair while the selection of others

would not.

After the comparisons were completed, I counted the number of times each of

the five symbols occurred for each pair of languages. The handhng of the items

labeled (+, — ) can best be illustrated by example. In the Maori-Fijian com-

parisons there were three such items. For the first there was one Maori word,

but two Fijian words, one of which was cognate with the Maori form. This pro-

duced two pairs—one cognate and one not. The second item involved two

Maori words and one Fijian—again one cognate pair and one non-cognate. The

third showed one Maori entry and three Fijian, These produced three pairs of

which one was cognate. The three cases yielded a total of seven pairs of which

three were cognate. However, they corresponded to only three items of the test

list.

Such cases were then treated as follows : the number of cognate pairs divided

by the total number of pairs was multiplied by the number of test list items in-

volved to give the number to be counted as cognate. Using the figures for the

Maori-Fijian example, we get the formula 3/7 X 3 cognates (actually, in this

case I added one to the cognate total and two to the non-cognate)

.

The same procedure was followed for each pair of languages, and the per-

centage of cognates computed. This comprised the first count. Then, a second

calculation was made which differed from the first in that those items labeled as

probable cognates were added to the cognate total and those labeled as probable

non-cognates were added to the non-cognate total.

One further check was used. Swadesh has proposed a list of 100 items which

2 "The ABC's of Lexicostatistics (Glottochronology)," Word, XII (1956), 204.
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appears to have a higher retention rate than the longer hst.^ Of this shorter Ust,

93 items appear in the 200 word list used for the calculations just described. New
totals were calculated for each pair of languages, this time counting only those

items which appear on the 100 word list. Again a first and second calculation were

made for each pair of languages, the first excluding those items marked as prob-

able cognates or probable non-cognates, the second including them.

Percentages of Cognates for Languages Compared

200 Word List—Calculation 1

Maori-Tongan 38 %
Fijian-Rotuman 22 %
Maori-Rotuman, Maori-Fijian 21 %
Fijian-Mota20%

Maori-Mota 18 %
Rotuman-Mota 15%

Calculation 2

Maori-Tongan 40%
Fijian-Rotuman, Fijian-Maori, Fijian-Mota, Maori-Rotuman 23%
Maori-Mota 21 %
Rotuman-Mota 19%

100 Word List—Calculation 1

Maori-Tongan 57 %
Fijian-Rotuman, Maori-Fijian 32 %
Maori-Rotuman 31 %
Fijian-Mota 26 %
Maori-Mota 25 %
Rotuman-Mota 18 %

Calculation 2

Maori-Tongan 58 %
Fijian-Rotuman, Maori-Fijian 34%
Maori-Rotuman 33 %
Fijian-Mota 30%
Maori-Mota 29 %
Rotuman-Mota 23 %
As would be expected, the Maori-Tongan comparison shows a much higher

percentage of cognates in each of the calculations than does any other. With a

single exception the comparisons involving Mota show smaller cognate per-

centages than other comparisons. The figures for the Fijian-Rotuman, Maori-

Rotuman, and Maori-Fijian comparisons in each case form a tight cluster.

These facts would suggest that the closest relationship shown is that of Maori

and Tongan. They would suggest further that Maori, Fijian, and Rotuman are

more closely related to one another than they are to Mota. There is only one

figure which fails to confirm this hypothesis. That is the cognate percentage

shown by Fijian and Mota in the second calculation based on the 200 word list.

That figure, however, is not sufficiently at variance with the pattern which holds

elsewhere to suggest any alternative hypothesis. The hypothesis suggested by the

3 Morris Swadesh, "Towards Greater Accuracy in Lexicostatistic Dating," International

Journal of American Linguistics, XXI (1955), 121-37.
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glottochronological counts clearly agrees with the hypothesis with which the

body of this study is concerned.

From the above cognate percentages a few sample time depths have been

calculated.

The Tongan-Maori comparisons yield the following figures for intra-Polynesian

time depths:

1. On basis of 200 word list, calculation 1—2250 yrs.

2. On basis of 200 word Hst, calculation 2—2100 yrs.

3. On basis of 100 word hst, calculation 1—1850 yrs,

4. On basis of 100 word list, calculation 2—1800 yrs.

The averaged figures for the Maori-Fijian, Maori-Rotuman, and Fijian-Rotu-

man comparisons (which, for each of the four calculations, cluster closely) yield

the following time depths

:

1. On basis of 200 word list, calculation 1—3550 yrs.

2. On basis of 200 word list, calculation 2—3400 yrs.

3. On basis of 100 word hst, calculation 1—3800 yrs.

4. On basis of 100 word Ust, calculation 2—3600 yrs.

The averaged figures for the comparisons of Mota and the various other

languages yield the following depths

:

1

.

On basis of 200 word list, calculation 1—4000 yrs.

2. On basis of 200 word hst, calculation 2—3600 yrs.

3. On basis of 100 word list, calculation 1—4850 yrs.

4. On basis of 100 word list, calculation 2—4250 yrs.

APPENDIX II

CHART OF SOUND CORRESPONDENCES
The abbreviations used on the accompanying chart are as follows:

PAN Proto-Austronesian Sik Sikayana

PMN Proto-Melanesian (of Demp- OJ Ongtong Java

wolff) Nuk Nukuoro

Fij Fijian Kap Kapingamarangi

Rot Rotuman EI Easter Island

PPN Proto-Polynesian Mng Mangareva

To Tongan Mar Marquesas

Fu Futunan Rar Rarotonga

Sm Samoan Tua Tuamotus

Uv Uvean Mao Maori

Ni Nine Haw Hawaiian

Tik Tikopian Tah Tahitian

Ell Ellice Islands

The hstings for PAN, PMN, Sa'a, and Fijian are taken from Dempwolff with

such modifications as have resulted from the work of Dyen. The Rotuman

correspondences were worked out by me. The Proto-Polynesian follows Demp-

wolff, but Elbert's PPN r has been added. For the reflexes in the various Poly-

nesian languages I follow Elbert except that I reserve judgment on the reflexes of

his PPN r in languages other than Tongan.



CHART OF SOUND

PAN PMN Sa'a Fij Rot PPN To Fu Sm Uv Ni Tik

a a a, a, e a a, a, a a a a a a a a

e

-aw

o

o

o o

o

o

a, o ( ^ o o o o o o

-ay

-ey

e

e

e

e

e

e e 1
^ e e e e e e

u u u u u

-ew- u u u • u u u u u u u

-iw i, u u

-uy

i i i i

i(?) }' i i i i i i

w w w w V V V V V V V V

P. b b h V h f f f f f f f

mp, mb mb p, q b P
,

P P P P P P P
t,T
nt, nT

t

nt

X
d

t

d

f

t

i'
t t t t t t

1 1 1 1 1

r r r r r • 1 1 1 1 1 1 r

d, D d r r, -t r

nd, nD nd d dr t(?) r X
s, z, Z, c, j z t, s d s s h s s h h s

ns, nz, nZ, nc, nj nz d s s,j(?) h h X X h, X h X
k, g
qk, ijg

g

qg

?

k

k

g

?

k }^ k k ? k k k

y y s d (?) X
R R 1 X X X
h X X X X X
q k X X X ? ^ X ^ X X ?, X X X
m m m m m m m m m m m m
n, fi n n n n n n n n n n n

Q ^ q q r) q q q q q q q
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CORRESPONDENCES

EU Sik Fila OJ Nuk Kap EI Mng Mar Rar Tua Mao Haw Tab

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

o o o o o o o O O o o o

e e e e e e e e e e e e e e

u u u u u u u u u u u u u u

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

V V V V V w, wh V V V V V w w V
f h f h f, h h h h,X f,h ?,x f, h h, hw h f, h

P P P P P p, ph P P P P P P P P

t t t k t t, th t t t t t t k t

1 1 r 1 r r, rh r r ? r r r 1 r

s s, h s s, h s, h h h h, X h ?, X h h h h

X X s, X X h, s, X X X X X X X X X X

k k k ? k k, kh k k k, ? k k k ? ?

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
m m m m m m, mh m m m m m m m m
n n n r) n n, nh n n n n n n n n

q n q q r) r),r)h I) r) n, r), k q r) q n ?
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11 Florida
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